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Abstract
In this thesis we investigate wind-induced near-inertial waves and their inuence on the energetics of the ocean. This is a relevant subject as the ocean general circulation appears to be a
mechanically driven phenomenon. The energy source needed to drive the meridional overturning
circulation and induce deep-ocean mixing is mainly supplied by wind stress uctuations and deep
tides. The tidal component can account for approximately half of the required power, whereas
the winds provide the remainder. One important way for winds to provide energy, is to generate near-inertial waves at the ocean surface. We are particularly interested in the inuence of
high-resolution wind forcing on the near-inertial kinetic energy and the wind-power input at the
ocean surface. Our aim is to reduce the uncertainty in the estimates of the wind-power input to
near-inertial motions based on slab ocean models and forced by wind stress forcing elds at low
temporal and horizontal resolutions. Next, we are interested in a vertical structure of near-inertial
kinetic energy and the fraction of the total near-inertial energy ux that leaves the realistic, temporally and spatially varying mixed layer and hence can be dissipated in the oceanic interior. Here,
we consider the mixed layer as being dynamically more relevant structure than a surface layer of a
constant depth. Another objective of our work is to provide a systematic analysis of near-inertial
waves based on frequency and wavenumber spectra. In addition, we aim to quantify the horizontal
and vertical propagation of near-inertial waves because our knowledge about the characteristics of
near-inertial waves is still limited. Finally, we are interested in the dierence between near-inertial
kinetic energy simulated with Ocean General Circulation Model (OGCM) at two dierent resolutions, one at 1/10° horizontal resolution where a signicant bulk of mesoscale eddies is resolved,
and one at 0.4° horizontal resolution where mesoscale eddies are hardly resolved.
The wind-power input to near-inertial motions is studied using a global OGCM at 0.4° horizontal resolution. The model is forced by high- (1-hourly, at approximately 0.35° resolution) and
low-resolution (6-hourly, at approximately 1.875° resolution) wind stress data. A change from
low- to high-resolution wind forcing results in an increase in near-inertial kinetic energy by a factor
of three, and raises the wind generated power input to near-inertial motions from 0.3 TW to
1.1 TW. Time and space ltering of the wind stress elds yield less near-inertial kinetic energy,
with a larger decrease of the kinetic energy coming from time ltering. This strong sensitivity of
the near-inertial kinetic energy and the wind-power input to the resolution of the used wind forcing
points to a possible underestimation of the wind-generated energy available for deep-ocean mixing
in previous studies based on wind data with low horizontal and temporal resolution.
The general properties of near-inertial waves are addressed using a global 1/10° OGCM.
Vertical prole of the zonal mean of near-inertial kinetic energy shows that the energy is drained
into the deep ocean. High levels of the near-inertial kinetic energy at the ocean surface, and the
strong vertical energy propagation are seen in the mid-latitudes for both January and July 2005.
Equatorial regions show strong near-inertial kinetic energy throughout the water column. Spatial
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averages of near-inertial kinetic energy over areas with distinctly dierent mixed layer depths show
energy enhancement at the base of the mixed layer. Energy enhancement suggests additional
excitation of the near-inertial waves at the base of the mixed layer.
The fraction of the total wind-induced near-inertial energy ux leaving the mixed layer is
estimated using a global 1/10° OGCM with a temporally and spatially varying mixed layer. Of
0.34 TW of the mean wind-power input to surface near-inertial motions, the mean near-inertial
energy ux leaving the mixed layer amounts to 0.037 TW, resulting in a mean fraction of 10.8%.
The fraction tends to decrease with increasing depth of the mixed layer and with increasing
strength of wind stress variability, indicating the strong control of the turbulent dissipation inside
the mixed layer on the fraction. Our results suggest a possible overestimation of the wind-power
input to near-inertial waves and point towards the need for other energy sources for deep mixing.
Characteristic scales of near-inertial waves are addressed on a global domain and at several
oceanic levels using vertical velocity simulated by the 1/10° OGCM. Wavenumber and frequency
spectra, coherence and phase are used to analyze the variability, and horizontal and vertical
propagation of near-inertial waves. Spectra of two-dimensional wavenumbers do not reveal a
clearly dened wavelength, reecting the fact that the crests and troughs of the simulated waves
are oriented mainly in the zonal direction. Integrating the two dimensional wavenumber spectra
over all zonal wavenumbers, we found the dominant meridional wavelengths of about 200-500 km.
Frequency spectra show strong maximum near the local inertial frequency f and a lower maximum
around the double inertial frequency 2f . Spectra show that the highest energy does not occur
exactly at f and 2f but at higher frequencies. This frequency shift is less prominent at 100 m
than at 500 m, and for the areas further from the equator than for the areas closer to the equator.
Frequency spectra do not show universal spectral shape near the inertial frequency. The estimated
horizontal coherence scale at f is of about 20 to 240 km while the vertical coherence scale is about
60 m and longer. The analysis of phase suggests that near-inertial waves propagate horizontally
towards the equator and vertically from the deep ocean towards its surface.
To evaluate the possible inuence of mesoscale eddies on wind-induced near-inertial waves
in the ocean, we compare experiments performed with the Max Planck Institute Ocean Model
(MPIOM) at two dierent resolutions: one at 1/10° resolution, an experiment in which a signicant bulk of mesoscale eddies is simulated, and the other at 0.4° resolution, an experiment
which hardly resolves eddies. The model is forced by National Centers for Environmental Prediction reanalysis data (approximately 1.875° horizontal and 6-hourly temporal resolution). Given
the length scales of the near-inertial waves of about 200 to 500 km, we expect that the long
near-inertial waves simulated by the 1/10° model are by and large simulated by the 0.4° model, so
that a comparison can indicate the inuence of eddies on the simulated waves. Despite the dierences in horizontal resolution used in the experiments, the spatial distributions of the near-inertial
kinetic energy near the ocean surface and the total wind-power input to near-inertial motions
at the surface show similarities likely related to the large-scale patterns of wind stress variability
connected to mid-latitude storms. A change from the 0.4° experiment that hardly resolves eddies
to the 1/10° experiment with strong eddy activity results in a threefold increase in near-inertial
kinetic energy in the ocean interior. Vertical transects reveal high levels of near-inertial kinetic
energy leaking into the deep ocean in the experiment with eddies. The strong sensitivity of the
near-inertial kinetic energy to the presence of mesoscale eddies points to a possibility that the
presence of mesoscale eddies plays a crucial role for vertical penetration of near-inertial waves.
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1

Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In this thesis we deal with near-inertial internal waves in the world's oceans. Near-inertial waves
are internal gravity waves in a stratied rotating uid inuenced by Earth's rotation, i.e., by the
Coriolis force. Before going into details about near-inertial waves, their generation mechanism
and their dissipation in the ocean interior, we would like to explain how they t into the large scale
picture of the ocean circulation and why they are worth studying.
The global Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) is a system of surface and deep currents
enclosing all ocean basins. It is associated with a net meridional heat transport that warms high
latitudes, it inuences water-mass distribution and stratication, and also cycles and stores tracers
like carbon dioxide in the deep ocean. The MOC is dened by four main branches of oceanic ows.
In the Atlantic, the MOC consists of a warm and salty surface current that ows poleward where
the water masses are cooled and become denser. The dense water then sinks into the deep ocean
in localized regions, mainly in the Nordic Seas and in the Labrador Sea. Deep currents transport
the deep and dense water southward along the American continent at depths of 2000-4000 m.
Deep water crosses the equator and ows into the south polar area. There, the deep water
forms a part of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). After leaving the Southern Ocean and
upwelling in the North Pacic, the deep waters return as part of surface currents through the
Indonesian Archipelago into the Indian Ocean and round the Cape of Good Hope again into the
Atlantic Ocean. The surface currents could follow some other paths from the Pacic into the
Atlantic Ocean such as around the Cape Horn. A review on the MOC is given by Kuhlbrodt et al.
(2007).
The strength of the MOC is closely bound to the distribution and intensity of deep-ocean
mixing. If the vertical mixing in the ocean is too small or if there is no mixing, the deep ocean
would ll up with cold and salty water with an equilibrium temperature of the deepest convecting
element within a few thousand years (Munk, 1966, Baines and Turner, 1969). This can be traced
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back to a theorem by Sandström (1908). Motivated by the oceanographic question of whether
the poleward heat transport in the ocean is forced by meridional gradient of heating of the ocean
surface, he performed a series of laboratory experiments (Coman et al., 2006). He analyzed
under which conditions buoyancy forcing alone, applied at dierent depths, would lead to deep
overturning circulation in a water tank. Sandström (1908) claimed that: "There must be heating
as well as cooling if a sustained thermal circulation is to develop in the ocean." In his experiments
the ow depended on the relative vertical position of a heating and a cooling source. When
the heating source was placed at a deeper level than the cooling source, convection persisted,
and the long-term circulation was conned to the depths between two sources (Coman et al.,
2006). When the heat source was placed at shallower level than the cooling source or as in later
experiment when the heating and the cooling source were at the same level (Sandström, 1916),
a density stratication developed during an initial transient period, after which the circulation has
vanished. In the conclusion he stated: "From these experiments we derive the conclusion that a
sustained thermal circulation can occur only if the heat source is below the cold source."
To explain the MOC in the ocean, we need heating sources at depth (when no other external
forces such as mechanical forcing by winds are present). The ocean is heated at the surface in
the tropics where it expands, and it is cooled in the high latitudes where it contracts. According
to the theorem by Sandström (1908, 1916), a deep circulation in such an ocean should not exist.
On the other hand, the solar radiation can act as the external force. In the tropics where the
uid is heated, the solar radiation can penetrate down to 100 m, and since cooling only occurs
at the ocean surface, the ocean would therefore be heated at the higher depth than cooled. In
such case a very weak circulation would be signicant only in a thin surface layer of the ocean,
but the deep ocean would be of an uniform density. However, there are currents in the deep
ocean, and in particular, the deep-water masses do upwell, return to the surface and thus close
the overturning circulation. Therefore, there must be another heat source at depth. The gap
between the theorem by Sandström (1908, 1916) and the real oceanic circulation was closed
by Jereys (1925). He showed that when turbulent mixing is included, any horizontal density
gradient, created by heating and cooling, induces a circulation. Mixing transports heat to large
depths below the cooling levels, and a deep overturning circulation can develop. In that sense,
for the oceanic MOC, we can conclude that the surface buoyancy uxes are not the only factors
that drive the circulation (Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007). Instead, the ocean is forced at its surface by
atmospheric winds and through its volume by tides. Winds and tides result in turbulent mixing
and are the ultimate drivers of the deep-oceanic circulation (e.g., Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007).
The questions that follow are, how much energy does the ocean need to sustain the deep
circulation, and how much of this energy is supplied by winds and tides (and possibly other
external energy sources such as geothermal heating through the sea-oor). Using the Levitus
(1982) climatological data of oceanic density, Munk and Wunsch (1998) estimated that 2.1 TW
of power are required to maintain the global deep-ocean mixing (i.e., bottom water had to be
returned vertically up to about 1500 m) against 30 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3 /s) of deep-water formation.
Their estimate was based on the global deep-water formation rate and a constant diusivity.
The global deep-water formation rate was rst estimated by Munk (1966). He used the onedimensional balance equation between vertical advection and vertical diusion to determine a ratio
between eddy-diusivity and vertical velocity by prole tting between temperature and salinity
measurements as functions of depth. He also used observations of oceanic carbon to determine
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eddy-diusivity and vertical velocity separately. Although Munk (1966) estimated 25 Sv of deepwater formation rate, this value was considered numerically ill-posed (Munk and Wunsch, 1998).
In their study, Munk and Wunsch (1998) used a nominal value of 30 Sv which is well within very
broad limits of previous estimates (Munk and Wunsch, 1998, references therein). Another value
of the power required for deep-ocean mixing was estimated by St.Laurent and Simmons (2006).
They obtained their result by using a constant mixing eciency and diusivity, and a spatially
varying stratication where a density structure on the global scale of the oceanic basins was
assessed using the Levitus (1982) climatology. They obtained the total power required for mixing
the entire water column of 3 TW.
As stated earlier, a number of authors (e.g., Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007, references therein) argued
that the oceanic general circulation is a mechanically driven system. The possible sources of
mechanical energy are winds, deep-water tides and geothermal heating through the sea-oor.
Here, based on the studies by Munk and Wunsch (1998) and Wunsch and Ferrari (2004), we
give a brief overview of the mentioned sources of mechanical energy for the sake of completeness.
From our discussion it becomes clear what the main sources for the general circulation are and why
the wind generated near-inertial waves, which are the topic of the present thesis, are important
from the energetic point of view.

Wind origin: The wind can mix the ocean interior directly through excitation of near-inertial
waves at the surface of the ocean, and indirectly through interaction of the wind-driven
large-scale geostrophic motions with the bottom topography, or through radiation of windgenerated internal waves from the surface into the interior of the ocean (Munk and Wunsch,
1998). In the past decade, several studies have been carried out to assess the source of
mechanical energy provided by the wind. These studies can be divided into two types.
The rst type equates the wind-power input as a scalar product of the wind stress and the
surface ow (geostrophic + non-geostrophic). Using a 1/10° Ocean general circulation
model For the Earth Simulator (OFES) based on primitive equations, and forced with daily
wind stress from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis
(Kalnay et al., 1996), von Storch et al. (2007) showed that the integral of wind-power
input over the sea surface of the model yields the net power supply of about 3.8 TW. About
2 TW of the total power can be attributed to the time-mean currents, while about 1.8 TW
to the time-varying currents. Later, von Storch et al. (2012) addressed the Lorentz energy
cycle using accumulated second moments produced by the Max Planck Institute Ocean
Model (MPIOM) at a 1/10° resolution. They showed that the power supplied by the timemean winds to the time-mean circulation (which includes geostrophic eddies and internal
waves) amounts to 1.9 TW, and that supplied by the time-varying winds to the time-varying
circulation amounts to 2.2 TW. Even though dierent models are used, both studies, von
Storch et al. (2007, 2012), stressed the importance of time-varying winds in determining
the wind-power input to the surface time-varying circulation.
The second type equates the wind-power input as a scalar product of the wind stress and
the surface geostrophic ow (Wunsch, 1998, von Storch et al., 2007). When this power is
integrated over the ocean area, it can be interpreted as the energy transferred via pressure
work at the bottom of the Ekman layer (Stern, 1975). Wunsch (1998) used the Ocean
TOPography EXperiment (TOPEX)/Poseidon satellite altimeter data (MacMillan et al.,
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2004) and daily wind stress products from the NCEP reanalysis to estimate that about
1 TW of the wind-power is transferred to the general circulation. Using a 1/10° ocean
model (OFES) and daily wind stress products from the NCEP reanalysis, von Storch et al.
(2007) estimated about 1.1 TW of wind-power input to the surface geostrophic ows.
Through instabilities, energy in the general circulation is transferred to a vigorous eddy eld.
It is believed that the eddy eld can loose its energy through friction at the bottom boundary
layer and along the western boundaries (Zhai et al., 2010), and through internal wave generation at the bottom topography (Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2011). Small-scale topographic
features act as a signicant energy sink for the geostrophic ows, interaction of mesoscale
eddies with the topography is an important mechanism for internal lee wave generation and
the associated turbulent mixing in the ocean. Nikurashin and Ferrari (2010) estimated that
about 0.2 TW or 20% of the wind-power input to surface geostrophic ows is converted
into internal lee waves globally when geostrophic eddies ow over the smallâscale topography. The energy conversion into lee waves is largest in the Southern Ocean (about
0.1 TW) where bottom geostrophic ows are strong and topography is rough. Lee waves
are characterized by short vertical scales which are highly non-linear and tend to break close
to the generation site (Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2010). Based on idealized numerical simulations, Nikurashin and Ferrari (2010) estimated that up to 50% of the lee wave energy is
dissipated locally within a kilometer of the topography.

Tidal origin: Tides are large-scale barotropic motions that move through the oceans in response
to the forces exerted by the Moon and the Sun. Their spatial and temporal structure has
been mapped accurately using satellite altimeter data. The total power coming from the
Earth-Moon-Sun system is 3.7 TW (Dickey et al., 1994). A tiny portion of this power
is dissipated in the atmosphere (about 0.02 TW) due to frictional processes, and in the
solid Earth (about 0.2 TW) due to high temperatures in the upper mantle (Munk and
Wunsch, 1998). From the remaining power, Kantha et al. (1995) computed that 2.6 TW is
dissipated in the shallow marginal seas, based on the tidal currents and drag. This value is
comparable to 2.5±0.05 TW derived from astronomical measurements (Munk and Wunsch,
1998). In the deep ocean with a rough topography, strong internal waves at tidal periods
are commonly observed due to interaction of tides with the topography. The global energy
conversion rate from barotropic to internal tides in the abyssal ocean was estimated to
be 1 TW from altimetric observations (Egbert and Ray, 2000) and numerical experiments
(e.g., Simmons et al., 2004). In the last few years, new estimates have been made on this
topic. Green and Nycander (2012) used three dierent tidal conversion formulations and
the TOPEX/Poseidon satellite altimeter data. They estimated the global energy conversion
rate beneath 500 m of 0.91-1.35 TW. Recently, Müller (2013) used numerical simulations
with the 1/10° MPIOM forced by the lunar-solar tidal potential and obtained an energy
ux associated with the conversion from barotropic to baroclinic waves of about 1.2 TW
beneath 1000 m.

Geothermal heating: Heat within the Earth's interior is a possible source of energy. Geothermal
heat ux through the ocean bottom is closely related to the age of the bottom oor.
Geothermal heat is released near the axis of the mid-ocean ridge as the newly formed seaoor cools down. As the sea-oor ages, the heat ux declines. This rate of the potential
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energy has a typical value of 0.05 TW (Huang, 1999, Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004).
So far we could see that the ocean circulation appears to be a mechanically driven phenomenon,
and the energy source in the deep ocean is mainly supplied by tides and the wind that generates
internal waves. Tidal mixing can account for approximately half of the required power, with
the wind providing the remainder. However, it is still debatable how much of the wind-induced
power goes to near-inertial waves, how much can be transported into the deep ocean via nearinertial waves and what are the main characteristics of these near-inertial waves. This thesis aims
to answer these questions. Before addressing these questions, we rst introduce near-inertial
waves as an important mode of oceanic variability.
Near-inertial waves generated by wind stress uctuations at the sea surface are fundamental
motions in the oceanic mixed layer. Once generated, near-inertial waves propagate downward and
equatorward away from their generation area. Near-inertial waves eventually decay because of the
interaction with the internal waves of dierent frequencies or with the mesoscale ow eld, or
due to shear-driven turbulence at the base of the mixed layer (Alford, 2001).
Wind-driven near-inertial waves are an important contributor to the kinetic energy within the
mixed layer as well as in the deep ocean. This can be demonstrated with the frequency spectrum of
kinetic energy. Various databases contain over 2000 records of spectral kinetic energy estimates
from a few representative locations in the deep open ocean. Qualitatively, however, there are
some nearly universal features of such records. Figure 1.1, taken from Ferrari and Wunsch (2009),
represents kinetic energy spectra of the horizontal velocity from instruments on a mooring over
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge near 27° N. North Atlantic diurnal tides are comparatively weak, relative
both to the semidiurnal tides in the North Atlantic and to the diurnal tides in other oceans (Munk
and Wunsch, 1998). Therefore, it is possible to make a correct estimate of the energy contained
near the local inertial frequency. All spectral estimates display a low-frequency at band at
periods longer than 1000 h. This band then falls into a quasi-geostrophic eddy-frequency band. A
conspicuous energy peak exists around the inertial frequency f . The inertial frequency separates
the eddy-frequency band from the high-frequency band. At frequencies higher than f there is
another frequency band usually identied as internal waves. It can be seen that in all records, the
peak centered near the inertial frequency is broader and higher (except when the instrument is at
3900 m) than the surrounding peaks and the one appearing at the M2 frequency. The total energy
content in the near-inertial peak compared to the rest of the internal wave frequency band in the
upper ocean records is about 50%, while it is about 20% in the M2 peak. In the lower record (at
3900 m) the energy content is reversed, meaning that about 57% is content in the M2 peak while
only 18% is content in the inertial peak when the comparison is made to the rest of the internal
wave frequency band. Moreover, the spectral power at the near-inertial frequencies is marked by
two distinct peaks located at O1 and K1 frequencies, indicating the dominance of diurnal tides
over near-inertial waves at that depth. All estimates display a near power-law behavior with the
typical slope in range of -0.8 to -1.5. This estimates deviate from the theoretical power-law by
Garrett and Munk (1975). The extent to which the presented spectra are real and are the result
of wave-interaction nonlinearities, as opposed to nonlinearities in the instruments or advection is
not known (Ferrari and Wunsch, 2009).
Figure 1.2 illustrates the kinetic energy spectra of horizontal velocity at 122, 1525 and 3770 m
simulated by the model used in the present study. The model does not include tides and is forced
by 1-hourly wind stress at approximately 0.35° horizontal resolution. Spectra are calculated for
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Figure 1.1: Kinetic energy spectral estimates from instruments on a mooring over the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge near 27° N (Fu, 1981). The inertial, principal lunar semidiurnal M2 , and diurnal O1 and K1
tidal peaks are marked. The approximate percentage of energy of the internal wave band lying
in the inertial peak and in the M2 peak is noted. Least-squares power-law for periods between
10 and 2 h and for periods lying between 100 and 1000 h are shown. Some spectra show rst
overtone 2M2 of the semidiurnal tide. Instruments were positioned at (a) 128 m, (b) 1500 m
and (c) 3900 m (near the bottom). Note that the vertical and horizontal axes scales dier. The
energy spectrum from the deepest instrument (at 3900 m) shows a suppressed inertial energy,
possibly due to a reection of the waves from the nearby topography. The gure is taken from
Ferrari and Wunsch (2009).
January-March 2005 for several grid points centered at 27° N in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge region.
As in the observations (Ferrari and Wunsch, 2009), the simulated near-inertial waves are an
important mode of variability in the ocean. Frequency spectrum calculated for 122 m shows broad
peak and a relatively strong energy around the local inertial frequency f and around the double
2f . The spectra calculated for 1525 and 3900 m show still broad peak but suppressed energy in
the inertial band. Our model results show broad spectral peaks around f as in the observations,
but lower energy level at all depths possibly due to lower horizontal resolution of the model, or
due to shorter period used to estimate the spectra. At frequencies higher than 10 h our model
results show dierences compared to observations. These dierences are mostly connected to
lower variance and increased energy seen in spectrum at 1525 and 3900 m depth. The reason
for this dierence is not obvious and we can only speculate about the possible inuences. One
might be the lack of tides and inverse barometric eect in our model. Also, the variability could
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be suppressed due to low-resolution of the forcing elds (only wind stress forcing was at high
horizontal and temporal resolution) or due to numerics within the model. Overall, in both cases,
in the model and in the observations, we can conclude that near-inertial waves represent the most
energetic motions in the kinetic energy spectrum.

Slope = -2

Slope = -2
Slope = -3

Figure 1.2: Kinetic energy spectra of horizontal velocity at 122 m (blue), 1525 m (black) and
3770 m (red). Velocity is taken from the model simulation with a high-resolution wind stress data
(1-hourly temporal and approximately 0.35° horizontal resolution) used. Green lines represent
(from left to right) the local inertial frequency of 0.0378 h−1 at 27° N and the frequencies of
harmonics at 2f and 3f . Power-law, with the slope of about -3 for depth of 122 m and -2 for the
rest, for periods between 10 and 2 h, and power-law of about -2 for periods between 1000 and
30 h is shown in yellow.

1.2 Brief overview of the past research
Previous estimates on the wind-power input to surface near-inertial waves have been made mostly
using ocean models with simplied dynamics, so called slab ocean models, forced by realistic
wind stress products at low temporal and spatial resolutions (e.g., 6-hourly temporal and about
1.875° horizontal resolution). Using slab ocean models, the wind-power input to surface nearinertial waves was estimated to be 0.3-0.7 TW (Alford, 2001, Watanabe and Hibiya, 2002, Alford,
2003a). Plueddemann and Farrar (2006) argued that slab ocean models do not allow for interaction between the mixed layer and the stratied ocean below. Therefore, these ocean models
do not reproduce the kinetic energy balance for strong forcing events and they systematically
overestimate the wind work. Also, one dimensional simulations, such as those form slab ocean
models do not account for processes unrelated to the local wind forcing, such as local advection of
the inertial ow by the mean currents that may change the amplitude and phase of inertial waves
in the mixed layer (Plueddemann and Farrar, 2006). Hence, a more realistic representation using
general circulation models based on primitive equations was needed. Using a general circulation
model Furuichi et al. (2008), Simmons and Alford (2012), Jochum et al. (2013) obtained the
total wind-power input to near-inertial waves of 0.4 TW. The possible impact of the temporal
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resolution of the wind forcing was studied using a slab ocean model by Klein et al. (2004a) who
attributed the increased near-inertial kinetic energy integrated over the water column to better
temporal resolution of the wind forcing. On the other hand, Jiang et al. (2005) stressed the importance of the higher spatial resolution of the wind forcing to the increased near-inertial energy
ux from winds to surface near-inertial waves. However, the combination of dierent spatial and
temporal resolutions and their relative importance on the wind-power input remains unclear. In
general, it is still debatable how big is the power provided by winds at the ocean surface.
One way for surface winds to provide power for deep-ocean mixing is via near-inertial waves that
are excited at the surface of the ocean. Near-inertial wave energy is then partly dissipated in the
oceanic mixed layer and partly transported via propagating near-inertial waves horizontally towards
the equator and vertically into deep layers of the ocean. The energy that escapes the turbulent
mixed layer can propagate more freely into the stratied ocean as internal gravity waves. When
this waves break in the oceanic interior, they can contribute to the deep mixing. Therefore, the
fraction of the total wind-induced near-inertial energy ux is important quantity for understanding
the global general circulation and energetics of the ocean. Previous studies based on general
circulation models (Furuichi et al., 2008, Zhai et al., 2009) estimated that only a small fraction,
about 10-25%, of the wind power input passes through a surface layer of the ocean. In both
studies the estimates were made for specic regions in the ocean (e.g., for the North Atlantic)
and not for the global ocean. More importantly, the estimates were made across the oceanic
level of a constant depth (e.g., across 230 m). However, the energy ux out of the mixed layer,
rather than the energy ux through a xed level as previously considered, is dynamically more
relevant. Since near-inertial waves can only propagate freely below the mixed layer, and since the
mixed layer varies spatially (and temporally) it is necessary to reexamine the wind-power input to
surface near-inertial motions as well as the fraction of the wind-induced near-inertial energy ux
leaving the oceanic mixed layer using a global ocean general circulation model at a high (1/10°)
horizontal resolution. Moreover, it is important to address the inuence of the wind stress and the
depth of the mixed layer on the fraction of the total near-inertial energy ux that leaves the mixed
layer because the wind stress inuences mixing of momentum and therefore the dissipation of the
near-inertial energy ux. Mixed layer depth signies the turbulent oceanic layer that near-inertial
waves have to pass through before being able to freely propagate into the deep ocean.
Characteristic scales of near-inertial waves have been studied mostly based on observations
(e.g., Fu, 1981, Alford, 2010, Alford et al., 2012) and regional ocean models (e.g., Danioux
et al., 2008, 2011). The strong variability of the velocity eld has been shown to extend from
the top to deep layers of the ocean throughout the winter season (Leaman and Sanford, 1975,
Fu, 1981, Silverthorne and Toole, 2009, Alford et al., 2012) with two distinct maxima, one in
the lower thermocline between 100 and 500 m and one in the deep ocean between 1700 and
2500 m (Danioux et al., 2008, 2011). Frequency spectra show a changing spectral shape around
the local inertial frequency f and around the double 2f . Fu (1981) characterized the changing
spectral shape based on the physical environment where the measurement was taken (e.g., in the
deep ocean around the Mid-Atlantic Ridge). The energy maximum in the frequency spectrum
is not centered at f but slightly above (Fu, 1981, Simmons and Alford, 2012). Fu (1981) also
estimated a horizontal coherence scale of about 60 km and a vertical coherence scale of about
200 m in the upper thermocline and about 1000 m in the deep ocean. Analyses of the spectral
phase showed that near-inertial waves have in horizontal direction equatorward propagation and
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in vertical direction they propagate from the top of the ocean to depth. In the deep ocean some
standing wave features were observed (Fu, 1981). Based on the observational studies, it is known
that near-inertial waves make up about half of the internal wave energy spectrum (Figure 1.1).
Furthermore, based on numerical models, it has been estimated that the energy provided by the
wind to near-inertial waves is a considerable fraction of the energy needed to sustain the global
general circulation in the ocean. Therefore, it is necessary to understand some basic characteristics
(e.g., wavelength, spectral shape and propagation) of these waves. To get a correct inference of
the characteristics of near-inertial waves we need to extend the analysis from localized regions to
the global domain.
The mesoscale eddy eld strongly inuences near-inertial energy in the ocean (Zhai et al.,
2007). It can distort near-inertial wave structure and decrease its wavelength down to values of
about 100 km and smaller (Klein et al., 2004b, Danioux et al., 2011). To quantify the inuence
of mesoscale eddies on the near-inertial wave energy, Zhai et al. (2005) used a channel model
for the Southern Ocean. To make the clear dierence between ocean inuenced by eddies and
ocean without that inuence, they applied the storm forcing to the zonal wind stress or at the
resting ocean, respectively. They showed that in the presence of mesoscale eddies the leakage of
the near-inertial energy out of the surface layer is enhanced. Zhai et al. (2005) also showed the
great importance played by anticyclonic eddies that act as pathways by which near-inertial energy
enters the ocean and is ultimately available for deep-ocean mixing. Even though, the important
role is played by mesoscale eddies on the near-inertial energy and its distribution in the ocean, the
direct comparison between model at dierent resolutions, i.e., one that fully resolves eddies and
one that does not, is still lacking.

1.3 Thesis objective
In this thesis we investigate near-inertial waves and their inuence on the energetics of the ocean,
in particular the energy that is available for deep-ocean mixing. We use a global Ocean General
Circulation Model (OGCM) at a medium (0.4°) and a high (1/10°) horizontal resolution, forced
by wind stress at low (approximately 1.875°, 6-hourly) and high (approximately 0.35°, 1-hourly)
horizontal and temporal resolution respectively. Previous studies based on slab ocean models and
later OGCMs indicate a large uncertainty in the magnitude of the wind-power input to near-inertial
waves. By using state-of-the-art global OGCM forced by high- and low-resolution wind stress, we
want to investigate the inuence of resolution of the winds on the power input to near-inertial
waves in the ocean. This will reduce uncertainty and provide a better estimate of the power
available for deep-ocean mixing. This brings us to our rst research question:
1.) How does a high-resolution wind stress forcing eld inuence the power input to near-inertial

waves in the ocean?

Next, we want to investigate the vertical structure of near-inertial kinetic energy, the fraction
of near-inertial energy ux that leaves the oceanic mixed layer, and the general properties of nearinertial waves. Here we are interested in the near-inertial kinetic energy distribution in the ocean's
interior. We are also interested in the fraction of the wind-power input from the surface that is
passed through the mixed layer and enters the stratied deep ocean. Generally, our knowledge
about the characteristics of near-inertial waves is still limited. Here, we provide a more systematic
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analysis based on frequency and wavenumber spectra. We also further quantify the horizontal and
vertical propagation of near-inertial waves simulated with our ocean model. This leads us to our
second set of research questions regarding the general properties of the wind-induced near-inertial
waves:
2.) What is the vertical distribution of the near-inertial kinetic energy? What is the fraction

of near-inertial energy induced by winds that leaves the mixed layer? What are the characteristic scales of near-inertial waves and how do wind-induced near-inertial waves propagate
horizontally and vertically?

Finally, we analyze the dierence in near-inertial kinetic energy obtained by using a global
OGCM at two dierent horizontal resolutions, one at 1/10° and the other at 0.4° horizontal
resolution. In general, scales of mesoscale eddies extend from 50 to 100 km (Danioux et al.,
2008, 2011) while scales of near-inertial waves are about 200 to 600 km in meridional and up
to a basin scale in zonal direction (Simmons and Alford, 2012). This means that a signicant
bulk of mesoscale eddies is resolved in 1/10° model while in 0.4° model eddies are hardy resolved
(Jungclaus et al., 2013). Even though we cannot make a direct comparison between the OGCMs
with and without eddies, we can make a qualitative comparison between two model resolutions,
one that resolves mesoscale eddies (eddy-resolving model) and one which parametrizes mesoscale
eddies (eddy-permitting model). Here, we will address our third research question:
3.) How is the near-inertial kinetic energy in the ocean characterized in the eddy-permitting and

in the eddy-resolving OGCM?

1.4 Outline of the thesis
This thesis comprises ve chapters and one appendix. Our primary results and research questions
are structured regarding to the following basic ideas. Initially, we focus on near-inertial kinetic
energy and wind-power input to near-inertial motions at the ocean surface. For this analysis, a
global ocean general circulation model at a medium horizontal resolution is sucient, but wind
stress forcings at high temporal and spatial resolution are required. Following, we study the
distribution of the near-inertial kinetic energy in the ocean interior and the energy ux across
the realistic mixed layer depth. We analyze the general characteristics and propagation of nearinertial waves. Since for a correct simulation of general characteristics of near-inertial waves a
high-resolution ocean model is needed, we use a 1/10° ocean general circulation model. In the
end, we compare some of the results obtained in the previous two chapters using the same ocean
general circulation model but at two dierent horizontal resolutions. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 form
the main results of the thesis. Chapter 2 has already been published in Geophysical Research
Letters (Rimac et al., 2013). Second part of Chapter 3 has recently been submitted to Journal
of Physical Oceanography.
In Chapter 2 we address the rst research question where we focus on understanding the
inuence of resolution of the wind stress on the wind-power input to near-inertial motions in
the ocean. For this purpose, experiments with high-resolution wind forcing and experiments
with modied wind forcing are performed. We use an ocean general circulation model, the Max
Planck Institute Ocean Model (MPIOM) at a medium (0.4°) horizontal resolution driven by two
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wind stress products, a low-resolution one from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Centers for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis (6-hourly, at approximately 1.875° horizontal resolution; Kalnay et al., 1996) and a high-resolution one from Climate
Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR; 1-hourly, at approximately 0.35° horizontal resolution; Saha
et al., 2010).
In Chapter 3 we address the second set of research questions. Since near-inertial waves are
better simulated using a model at higher resolution, MPIOM at 1/10° horizontal resolution is
used. This chapter is comprised of three parts. First, we study the vertical distribution of the
near-inertial kinetic energy and second, the fraction of the wind-induced power that leaves the
oceanic mixed layer. This we do with MPIOM, which simulates a realistic temporally and spatially
varying mixed layer depth. Finally, we analyze the characteristic scales of near-inertial waves
simulated with our ocean model, their propagation in the horizontal direction as well as into the
interior of the ocean.
In Chapter 4 we address the third research question of the thesis. In this chapter we study the
inuence of the model resolution on the near-inertial kinetic energy in the ocean. We compare
the results obtained from the 0.4° (eddy-permitting model) and 1/10° resolution model (eddyresolving model). The model is forced by low-resolution NCEP/NCAR wind stress forcing.
In Chapter 5, we give a brief overview of the most important ndings of the thesis and an
outline of the possible implications of the thesis to future research on the topic of near-inertial
waves in the ocean. In Appendix A we give a brief overview of the mathematical methods used
to analyze our data.
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The inuence of the resolution of wind stress forcing
on the power input to near-inertial motions in the
ocean
In this chapter, which has been published as Rimac et al. (2013), the wind-power input to nearinertial motions is studied using a global eddy-permitting Ocean General Circulation Model
(OGCM). The model is forced by high- (1-hourly, at approximately 0.35° resolution) and lowresolution (6-hourly, at approximately 1.875° resolution) wind stress data. A change from
low- to high-resolution wind forcing results in an increase in near-inertial kinetic energy by a
factor three, and raises the wind generated power input to near-inertial motions from 0.3 TW
to 1.1 TW. Time and space ltering of the wind stress elds yield less near-inertial kinetic
energy, with a larger decrease of the kinetic energy coming from time ltering. This strong
sensitivity of the near-inertial kinetic energy and the wind-power input to used wind forcing
points to a possible underestimation of the wind-generated energy available for deep-ocean
mixing in previous studies based on wind data with low horizontal and temporal resolution.

2.1 Introduction and motivation
It has long been known that the ocean kinetic energy spectrum reveals a pronounced maximum
near the inertial frequency (e.g., Munk, 1981). The near-inertial waves are excited by winds at
the surface of the ocean, and are an important source for deep-ocean mixing. About 2 TW of
power input, mainly supplied by winds and tides, are required for mixing to sustain the global
general circulation in the ocean (Munk and Wunsch, 1998, Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004). However,
the exact magnitude of the wind induced power input to near-inertial motions and the relative
importance of tidal and wind forcing is still under debate.
The wind-power input to near-inertial motions has often been studied using realistic wind
The content of this chapter has been published in Geophysical Research Letters as Rimac et al. (2013).
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stress products but simplied ocean dynamics (using slab ocean models), with varying estimates
of the globally integrated rates: Alford (2001) found the wind-power input of 0.3 TW for oceans
extending from 50° S to 50° N. He used wind stress calculated from a global National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis surface winds at 2.5° horizontal and 6-hourly temporal resolution. Watanabe and Hibiya (2002), who used wind stress compiled by the Japanese
Meteorological Agency at 1.875° horizontal and 6-hourly temporal resolution and introduced an
amplication factor for inertial current velocity, found 0.7 TW. Alford (2003a) repeated his previous analysis but now using a frequency-dependent damping parameter and obtained a new
estimate of 0.5 TW. He attributed the former, larger result from Watanabe and Hibiya (2002) to
an inadequate sea-ice mask and a constant damping parameter. Plueddemann and Farrar (2006)
pointed out that slab ocean models do not account for the energy lost due to vertical shear instability and therefore may systematically overestimate the wind work. Furthermore, slab ocean
models miss the energy radiating into the deep ocean (Furuichi et al., 2008). Using an Ocean
General Circulation Model (OGCM) at 1/7° resolution with the vertical mixing scheme by Mellor
and Blumberg (2004) and forced by 6-hourly wind stress eld at 1.25° resolution from Japanese
reanalysis data, Furuichi et al. (2008) estimated 0.4 TW of wind-power input for a computational
domain extending from 72° S to 72° N and divided into three subregions. Recently, Simmons
and Alford (2012) found a global wind generated power input of 0.4 TW using an eddy-resolving
OGCM with a shear-driven entrainment scheme (Jackson et al., 2008), a rened bulk mixed layer
scheme (Hallberg, 2003) and forced with Common Ocean-ice Reference Experiment (CORE)
atmospheric forcing elds (Gries et al., 2009).
The wind-power input to near-inertial motions, for slab ocean models, is sensitive to the
resolution of the wind stress eld. For instance, Jiang et al. (2005) used 6-hourly wind stress
elds and found an increase in the energy ux from the wind to ocean inertial motions with
increasing horizontal resolution. Klein et al. (2004a) pointed out on the importance of temporal
resolution by showing a 20% decrease in the total near-inertial kinetic energy integrated over the
water column when wind stress elds are changed from 3- to 6-hourly mean values. D'Asaro
(1985) and Niwa and Hibiya (1999) showed that insucient time resolution of the wind stress
eld may lead to aliasing errors.
These dierent estimates indicate the need for systematically reconsidering the wind-power
input using a realistic OGCM and wind stress elds at higher temporal and spatial resolutions.
We use the Max Planck Institute Ocean Model (MPIOM) with two dierent wind stress forcing
elds: one from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Centers for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis and one from the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis
(CFSR). We address the following questions: Is the kinetic energy of near-inertial motions enhanced when high-resolution wind stress forcing elds are used? If so, is this due to a higher level
of overall wind variability or due to a better spatial or temporal resolution of the wind forcing?
And nally, what is the magnitude of the wind-power input to near-inertial motions?
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2.2 The ocean model and the wind forcing
The ocean model
In this thesis we use integrations from MPIOM (Marsland et al., 2003, Jungclaus et al., 2013).
MPIOM is a global OGCM based on the primitive equations, thus including the hydrostatic and
Boussinesq approximation (Olbers et al., 2012). A primitive-equation model can correctly simulate
long near-inertial motions that fall into the hydrostatic regime (Gill, 1982, Simmons and Alford,
2012). However, for a better simulation of the vertical propagation of the near-inertial waves,
higher spatial resolution of the model is necessary. In this chapter we use the model set-up based
on a TriPolar grid at 0.4° horizontal resolution and with 40 vertical levels (TP04L40). Thickness
of the vertical levels increases from 12 m near the surface to several hundreds of meters in the
deep ocean.
For the vertical mixing and diusion, MPIOM uses the Richardson number-dependent mixing
scheme (Pacanowski and Philander, 1981). In their study, Pacanowski and Philander (1981)
included non-constant parametrization of vertical eddy viscosity and eddy diusivity depending
on the Richardson number. They showed that vertical eddy viscosity and eddy diusivity vary
considerably in the tropical oceans and have large values in the surface mixed layer, but have
small values below the thermocline. This mixing scheme, in its classical form, underestimates
turbulent mixing close to the ocean surface (Marsland et al., 2003). Therefore an additional
parametrization for wind induced stirring is included. The near-surface wind mixing is a function
of a local 10 m wind speed, it decays exponentially with depth and depends on a local static
stability. The surface wind mixing is also reduced in proportion to the fractional sea-ice cover.
The mixing scheme used in MPIOM provides a more realistic dissipation of near-inertial energy in
the upper ocean and a more realistic Mixed Layer Depth (MLD) than a slab ocean model with a
simple Rayleigh drag does.
The MLD is diagnosed from the potential temperature and salinity elds using a potential
density criterion dened by Levitus (1982). The MLD is dened as the depth at which a density
change from the ocean surface of 0.125 kg/m3 has occurred. Figure 2.1 shows the zonal mean of
the MLD. The MLD is obtained from an annual mean of potential temperature and salinity elds
taken from the experiments with NCEP (purple line) and CFSR (green line) wind stress data (for
detailed analysis see next subsection), from NCEP climatological data (red line) and from Polar
science center Hydrographic Climatology (PHC, black line, Steele et al., 2001). We calculate
MLD from climatological data (NCEP and PHC climatology) using the annual mean of potential
temperature and salinity elds of years 1948 to 2000 into account, while for the rest (experiments
with NCEP and CFSR wind data) we use the annual mean of year 2005 into account. The
simulated mean MLD in our experiments is in broad agreement with the one derived from the
PHC climatology. Some dierences between observations (PHC climatology) and simulated data
appear around 50° S and 40°-50° N because of strong negative temperature and salinity biases
seen there (Jungclaus et al., 2013).

The wind stress data
In this chapter we drive the ocean model with two dierent wind stress forcing elds:
1. NCEP wind stress: 6-hourly wind stress forcing taken from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis on
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Figure 2.1: Zonal mean Mixed Layer Depth (MLD) calculated using sigma-t density criterion
(Levitus, 1982). MLD is dened as the depth at which a change from the surface density of
0.125 kg/m3 has occurred. Color lines represent dierent data used to calculate the MLD. For
this calculation we use two model simulations and two climatological data. Purple and green lines
represent the results from model simulations performed using NCEP and CFSR wind stress data,
respectively. Red and black lines represent the results from NCEP and PHC climatological data.
T63 grid (approximately 1.875° horizontal resolution; Kalnay et al., 1996). Data is available
for period between 1948 to the present day.
2. CFSR wind stress: 1-hourly wind stress forcing taken from the CFSR reanalysis on T383
grid (approximately 0.35° horizontal resolution; Saha et al., 2010). Data is available for
period between 1979 to 2010 but we concentrate only on the year 2005.
So far we have mentioned that NCEP and CFSR wind stress data dier only in their temporal
and spatial resolutions. In additional analysis, we want to see whether the data are comparable in
some basic features or they show signicant dierences (and therefore cannot be used in parallel
to investigate near-inertial motions). To compare NCEP and CFSR wind stress data we show the
spatial distributions of the time mean value and the variance. We also use a frequency spectrum
to show a frequency distribution of the used wind data.
Figure 2.2 displays the global distribution of mean value of the zonal component for NCEP
(Figure 2.2a) and CFSR (Figure 2.2b) wind stress data, and their respective zonal means (Figure
2.2c and 2.2d). The wind stress is taken as a mean value of the year 2005. The result is dominated
by positive values (eastward wind stress) in the Southern Ocean and in the Kuroshio and Gulf
Stream extension regions. The tropics are regions of negative values (westward wind stress) by
the mean wind. In Figure 2.3 we show the global distribution of the meridional component for
NCEP and CFSR wind stress data (Figure 2.3a and 2.3b, respectively), and their respective zonal
means (Figure 2.3c and 2.3d) calculated for the year 2005. Meridional components are weaker
than the zonal components. Large positive values are seen along west coast of Africa, Australia
and South America (mostly in the Southern Hemisphere between 10° and 30°). Small positive
values can be seen in the sub-polar gyre regions of the North Pacic and the North Atlantic.
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Figure 2.2: Yearly mean value calculated for a zonal component of (a) NCEP and (b) CFSR
wind stress data. Zonal mean calculated from a yearly mean value of the zonal component of (c)
NCEP and (d) CFSR wind stress data. The calculation is done for the year 2005.
Negative values occur in the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream regions and along the west coast of North
America. Both gures do not show a big dierence between two wind stress data.
Figure 2.4 represents the global distribution of variance calculated for the zonal component of
NCEP (Figure 2.4a) and CFSR (Figure 2.4b) wind stress data, and their respective zonal means
(Figure 2.4c and 2.4d). The global distributions of variance are calculated for the year 2005.
We show only the result for zonal component of wind stress because there is no clear dierence
in variance between zonal and meridional component. It can be seen that the highest variability
occurs in the storm track regions, between 30° and 60° geographical latitudes. Also, there is a
high variability in the North Atlantic sub-polar gyre region, around the southern tip of Greenland.
The tropics are regions of very low variability. The variance averaged globally is about 15% higher
when calculated for CFSR than when calculated for NCEP wind stress data (0.0171 Pa2 from
CFSR compared to 0.0146 Pa2 from NCEP wind stress data). Zonal mean also reveals that
the variance of CFSR wind stress data is higher than the variance of NCEP wind data on both
hemispheres. Possible reason for this dierence is in temporal and spatial sampling of the used
data.
In Figure 2.5 we give spectral estimates of zonal (blue) and meridional (red) components of
NCEP (dashed line) and CFSR (solid line) wind stress data. The calculation is done for the year
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Figure 2.3: Yearly mean value calculated for a meridional component of (a) NCEP and (b) CFSR
wind stress data. Zonal mean calculated from a yearly mean value of the meridional component
of (c) NCEP and (d) CFSR wind stress data. The calculation is done for the year 2005.
2005. The energy spectra are calculated along 41° N in the Pacic region. NCEP wind stress
data are sampled as 6-hourly and their Nyquist frequency is at 0.083 h−1 . It can be seen that the
spectra of NCEP and CFSR wind data are very similar for both components. One dierence can
be seen though due to dierent temporal sampling of NCEP and CFSR wind stress data. The
energy spectrum of CFSR wind stress data shows variability at frequencies higher than 0.083 h−1
while the energy spectrum of NCEP wind stress data doesn't. The absence of high frequency
values from NCEP wind stress data might inuence the dierence in wind variance seen in Figure
2.4.
The basic statics of NCEP and CFSR wind stress data are comparable, except that CFSR
wind stress data has larger variance. In the zonal mean the increase in variance from NCEP to
CFSR wind stress data is only moderate (about 15%). This dierence can happen due to dierent
temporal sampling of the used data and the absence of energy at high frequencies seen in the
energy spectrum of the NCEP wind stress data.
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Figure 2.4: Yearly variance calculated for a zonal component of (a) NCEP and (b) CFSR wind
stress data. Zonal mean of yearly variance calculated for the zonal component of (c) NCEP and
(d) CFSR wind stress data. The calculation is done for the year 2005.

2.3 Comparison of model velocity and near-inertial energy with observations
In order to get an objective insight in the validity of our simulations, we compare the simulated
velocity and the near-inertial kinetic energy with observations. We chose these variables, velocity
and near-inertial kinetic energy, because velocity can be easily measured at various regions while
the near-inertial kinetic energy can be calculated from the velocity. We compare the simulated
zonal and meridional velocity at 6 m depth with observations from Plueddemann and Farrar (2006),
at the locations where the observations are available (e.g., at 10° N, 125.4° W). The amplitude
of velocity, simulated in the experiment with CFSR wind stress data for the Pacic region, is up
to 0.3 m/s in zonal and 0.16 m/s in meridional direction. This is consistent with the mentioned
observations where the mixed layer currents of 0.2-0.5 m/s are common. Additional comparison
is made for the four observational points in the North Atlantic where the zonal component of the
observed and velocity simulated using a slab ocean model for the years 1982, 1986, 1991 and
1992 are analyzed. Even though we only analyze year 2005 and cannot make a direct comparison
with these observations, we can argue that the basic statistics of zonal velocity in the experiment
with CFSR wind stress data are comparable to the observations.
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Figure 2.5: Energy spectra of zonal (blue) and meridional (red) component of NCEP (dashed
line) and CFSR (solid line) wind stress data. Spectra are calculated along 41° N, in the Pacic
sector. Green line represents the local inertial frequency at 0.0547 h−1 .
We calculate a rotary spectrum (Figure 2.6, more details on rotary spectrum are given in
Appendix A.1) of the velocity simulated using CFSR wind stress data. The spectrum is calculated
using several grid points centered at 10° N, 125.4° W to be consistent with Plueddemann and
Farrar (2006). It can be seen that the spectrum is dominated by clockwise rotation at a local
inertial frequency f , indicating that anticyclonic near-inertial motions are the dominant motions
in the Northern Hemisphere. The variance in the simulated rotary spectrum is almost equal to
the one in the rotary spectrum obtained from observations. For the comparison, in Figure 2.7
we show the rotary spectrum from Plueddemann and Farrar (2006). The spectrum is dominated
by near-inertial motions at a local inertial frequency of 0.0145 h−1 . The spectrum shows an
isolated, clockwise rotating peak between 0.9f and 1.1f , with variance ve to ten times larger
than surrounding peaks.
The globally averaged near-inertial near surface velocity obtained in the experiment with CFSR
wind stress data is around 9 cm/s. It is calculated as the variance of the anticyclonically rotating velocity vector sub-sampled every 3 hours at 17 m depth, and integrated over a near-inertial
frequency range dened as in Chaigneau et al. (2008). This result is comparable to the observations by Chaigneau et al. (2008) who obtained a globally averaged near-inertial velocity of about
10 cm/s.
Additionally, we calculate the near-inertial variance for dierent ocean basins (Figure 2.8),
and compare our simulations with the observations by Elipot and Lumpkin (2008). Figure 2.8
shows zonally averaged near-inertial variance of the anticyclonically rotating velocity vector for
the experiment with CFSR (Figure 2.8a) and the experiment with NCEP (Figure 2.8b) wind
stress data. The globe is divided into latitudinal bands of 2.5°. The variance is calculated for
each latitudinal band by integrating the spectra between 0.9 times the minimum inertial frequency
in this band and 1.1 times the maximum inertial frequency. We present the result for Pacic
(green), Atlantic (blue) and Indian (black) Ocean. Both experiments show similarities with the
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Figure 2.6: Rotary spectrum of the velocity vector calculated for the experiment with CFSR wind
stress data. We calculate the rotary spectrum as a mean of all four seasons during the year 2005
for clockwise (blue) and anticlockwise (red) rotation separately. The green line represents an
inertial (Coriolis) frequency calculated for 10° N, which also represents one of the observational
sites from the study by Plueddemann and Farrar (2006).
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Figure 2.7: Rotary spectrum of mixed layer currents estimated for clockwise (solid) and anticlockwise (dashed) components for the observational site at 10° N, 125.4° W. The semidiurnal
tide M2 and the local inertial frequency are noted by vertical lines. Figure is taken from the study
by Plueddemann and Farrar (2006).
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observations from Elipot and Lumpkin (2008). For the comparison, we show the Figure 2.9
taken from Elipot and Lumpkin (2008). Figure 2.8 and 2.9 show that there is a maximum of
the near-inertial variance between 20° and 45° in all ocean basins and at both hemispheres. The
near-inertial variance is higher in the North Pacic than in the North Atlantic between 30° and
40° N (this is not seen in the Southern Hemisphere). The magnitude of the near-inertial variance
in the experiment with CFSR wind stress data is comparable to the observations, while in the
experiment with NCEP wind stress data, the magnitude of the near-inertial variance is lower due
to a low sampling frequency of the used wind stress data.

Figure 2.8: Zonally averaged near-inertial variance calculated from bandpass ltered model velocities at 17 m in the near-inertial frequency band. Since the globe is divided into latitudinal
bands of 2.5°, the near-inertial variance is integrated over an interval of 0.9 times the minimum
inertial frequency in this band and 1.1 times the maximum inertial frequency. Velocities are taken
from the experiments with (a) CFSR and (b) NCEP wind stress data. Calculation is done for the
Pacic (green), Atlantic (blue) and Indian (black) Ocean.
Velocity measured at various regions from the study by Plueddemann and Farrar (2006) and
Chaigneau et al. (2008) is comparable to the one obtained in our simulations performed by forcing
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Figure 2.9: Drifter velocity variance in the near-inertial frequency band for the Indian (red), Pacic
(green) and Atlantic (blue) basins. Since the globe is divided into latitudinal bands of 2.5°, the
near-inertial variance is integrated over an interval of 0.9 times the minimum inertial frequency
in this band and 1.1 times the maximum inertial frequency. Error bars are derived from the
95% condence intervals of the rotary spectrum estimates. The gure is taken form Elipot and
Lumpkin (2008).
MPIOM with CFSR wind stress data. Rotary spectrum calculated for one observational site at
10° N in the Pacic Ocean is similar to the rotary spectrum from the experiments with CFSR wind
stress data. Near-inertial variance calculated for all ocean basins and for experiments with both
NCEP and CFSR wind stress data shows similar zonal distribution to the near-inertial variance
calculated from observed velocities by Elipot and Lumpkin (2008). One dierence is evident
though. The near-inertial variance from the experiment with NCEP wind stress data is lower due
to low temporal sampling of the used wind stress data.

2.4 The experiments designed to identify the relative role of temporal and spatial resolution of the wind forcing
To assess the eects of the resolution of the wind forcing, a series of experiments are performed
by driving MPIOM with the same surface uxes of heat and fresh water but dierent wind stress
forcing (Table 2.1). The heat and fresh water (precipitation minus evaporation) uxes are derived
from the 6-hourly NCEP reanalysis on T63 grid (1.875° resolution; Kalnay et al., 1996). The fresh
water ux is supplemented by daily river discharges on T106 grid (1.125° resolution). Experiment
NCEP is forced by 6-hourly wind stress on T63 grid (Kalnay et al., 1996). Experiment CFSR is
forced by 1-hourly wind stress on T383 grid (0.35° resolution; Saha et al., 2010). The remaining
experiments are divided into two sets. The rst set (experiment TFX: TF04, TF06, TF12 and
TF24) uses the CFSR wind stress eld at its original spatial resolution but temporally ltered
by sampling the CFSR wind stress every 4, 6, 12 and 24 hours, respectively. The second set
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(experiment SFX: SF0.7, SF1.1, SF1.8 and SF2.8) uses the CFSR wind stress eld at its original
temporal resolution, but spatially ltered to a coarser grid using nearest neighbor interpolation.
The resulting wind stress elds have resolutions of about 0.7°, 1.125°, 1.875° and 2.8°, respectively. These lters (sub-sampling and nearest neighbor) essentially preserve the total variance of
the CFSR winds (appendix in von Storch et al., 2007), allowing for a better comparison of the
experiments SFX with the experiments TFX. The dierent forcing elds are linearly interpolated
in space using weighted averages of the four nearest grid points to the model grid and in time
from the reanalysis to the model time step of 1-hour.

Table 2.1: Experiment name, temporal and spatial resolution of the wind stress data used to force
the ocean model MPIOM. In experiments TFX we use temporally ltered CFSR wind stress data
and in experiments SFX we use spatially ltered CFSR wind stress data.

TFX:

SFX:

Experiment name
NCEP
CFSR
TF04
TF06
TF12
TF24
SF0.7
SF1.1
SF1.8
SF2.8

Temporal resolution
6-hourly
1-hourly
4-hourly
6-hourly
12-hourly
daily
1-hourly
1-hourly
1-hourly
1-hourly

Spatial resolution
T63 grid
T383 grid
T383 grid
T383 grid
T383 grid
T383 grid
0.7°grid
1.125°grid
1.875°grid
2.8°grid

The reduction of wind stress variance in experiments TFX and SFX, relative to experiment
CFSR, are shown in Figure 2.10a and 2.10b. In all experiments, variance changes due to the
dierently ltered winds are moderate and mostly below 30%. Two features are evident. First,
the variance changes in wind stress eld are larger in experiments TFX than in experiments SFX.
Second, for experiments TFX, the variance changes are larger at the mid- and high-latitudes than
in the tropical and subtropical regions.
Although we make a separation in spatial and temporal variations of the wind eld, it is
possible that some small-scale features, after being advected by the mean wind, appear as temporal
variability. Our ltering method cannot separate such dierent sources of variability. By ltering
out the spatial or the temporal variations in the wind forcing and allowing the ocean to freely
respond to this, we are only able to assess the relative importance of temporal and spatial variations
of winds in generating near-inertial motions in the ocean, regardless of their generation mechanism.
The experiments are carried out for the period of 2004 to 2005. Hourly output is stored. For the
analysis we use the last year (2005) and a rst model level (at 6 m).
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Figure 2.10: Zonal mean dierence in wind stress variance between experiment CFSR and experiments (a) TFX and (b) SFX, normalized by the respective wind stress variance in experiment
CFSR. On y-axis, 0% means that the variance has not changed while 100% means that the variance of the ltered data is 100% smaller than the variance of the CFSR wind stress data. Colors
represent dierent temporal or spatial resolutions of the wind stress data used for calculation of
the normalized wind stress variance.

2.5 Results
2.5.1 Near-inertial kinetic energy calculated using NCEP and CFSR wind stress
data
The kinetic energy of near-inertial motions is estimated as the variance of the anticyclonically
rotating velocity vector at frequencies ω , dened as: 0.7f < ω < 1.3f , where f denotes the local
inertial frequency. We choose this frequency range to be consistent with the study of Furuichi
et al. (2008). We concentrate on anticyclonically rotating variance, because it is a key feature
of near-inertial motions. The calculation is done for each three-month season of 2005, and the
seasonal average is presented in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Spatial distribution of the near-inertial kinetic energy, calculated from the bandpass
ltered model velocities taken from experiments (a) NCEP and (b) CFSR in [m2 /s2 ].
In experiments NCEP and CFSR, the near-inertial kinetic energy (Figure 2.11) shows a pronounced maximum around 35°-50° in the mid-latitude storm tracks, consistent with Alford (2001),
Watanabe and Hibiya (2002), Alford (2003a), Furuichi et al. (2008), Simmons and Alford (2012)
and Jochum et al. (2013). The maximum seen around continents along 30° is a result of a strong
daily cycle in the buoyancy forcing.
Forcing the ocean model with high-resolution wind stresses causes the near-inertial kinetic
energy to increase (Figure 2.11b vs. 2.11a). The globally averaged value increases from 0.006
m2 /s2 in experiment NCEP to 0.02 m2 /s2 in experiment CFSR. The increased values are comparable to the local observational estimates at the ve positions found by Plueddemann and Farrar
(2006). Furthermore, the magnitude of the near-inertial kinetic energy and the global mean nearinertial velocity is comparable to that derived form observations by Chaigneau et al. (2008) and
Elipot and Lumpkin (2008). Detailed comparison with the observations is given in Section 2.3.
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2.5.2 The relative role of temporal and spatial resolution of the wind forcing
We analyze experiments TFX and SFX to understand the cause of the dierences in near-inertial
energy levels between experiments CFSR and NCEP. Relative to experiment CFSR, the reduction
in near-inertial kinetic energy increases under increasingly strong ltering in time and space of
the wind stress eld (Figure 2.12a and 2.12b). When normalized by the near-inertial energy in
experiment CFSR, wind stress forcing sampled every 4 hours (experiment TF04, red line in Figure
2.12a) generates 40% less kinetic energy at high latitudes than hourly wind stress forcing does.
Using a very coarse temporal lter (experiment TF24, black line in Figure 2.12a) the near-inertial
kinetic energy decreases from 0% near the equator up to about 100% poleward of 30°, meaning
that near-inertial motions are entirely ltered out there. The reduction in near-inertial kinetic

Figure 2.12: Zonal mean dierence in the near-inertial kinetic energy between experiment CFSR
and experiments (c) TFX and (d) SFX, normalized by the near-inertial kinetic energy from experiment CFSR. On y-axis, 0% means that the near-inertial kinetic energy has not changed while
100% means that the near-inertial kinetic energy of the ltered data is 100% smaller than the
near-inertial kinetic energy of the CFSR wind stress data. Colors represent dierent experiments
dened in Section 2.4.
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energy induced by spatially ltered wind stress elds is much more moderate. Wind stress forcing
generates about 40% less kinetic energy poleward of 20° when we use very coarse spatial lter
in experiment SF2.8 (black line in Figure 2.12b). When normalized by the near-inertial kinetic
energy in experiment CFSR, wind stress forcing sampled every 0.7° (experiment SF0.7, red line
in Figure 2.12b) generates 10% less kinetic energy poleward of 20° than CFSR wind forcing at
0.35° resolution does. Our results indicate that temporal scales of the wind stress play a more
important role in generating near-inertial motions than spatial scales.
The dominance of temporal scales over spatial scales results from the fact that the time rate
of change of near-inertial motions is forced by the winds so that the spectrum of the velocity
Γv el (ω) and that of wind stress Γτ (ω) in the absence of friction satisfy:
Γv el (ω) ∼

Γτ (ω)
,
(ω + f )2

(2.1)

with a resonance at the inertial frequency, ω = −f . In experiment TF24, wind stress variations
on time scales shorter than 24 hours are strongly suppressed. Consequently, Γτ (ω) essentially
vanishes for |ω| >1/24 cycles per hour and no signicant inertial kinetic energy is excited poleward
of 30° latitudes. In experiments TF12, TF06 and TF04, the amplitude of Γτ (ω) at |ω| >1/24
cycles per hour increases noticeably poleward of 30° latitudes. The resonance response, which
results in nite inertial kinetic energy in the presence of friction, becomes increasingly evident.
Similar resonance behavior cannot be identied for wavenumber spectra.

2.5.3 Wind power input to near-inertial motions
Finally, we calculate the wind-power input to near-inertial motions using the cross-spectrum between velocity and wind stress integrated over the near-inertial frequency range (0.7f < ω <
1.3f ). More details on the used technique is given in Appendix A.2. The spatial distribution of
the wind-power input to near-inertial motions (Figure 2.13) reaches maximum of about 0.02 W/m2
in the storm track regions in experiment CFSR. Integrated globally, this value amounts to 1.1 TW
(Table 2.2). The latter value is more than three times higher than in experiment NCEP (0.3 TW).
The power input in the experiments TFX and SFX decreases with coarser resolution, but the decrease is more pronounced in experiments TFX.

Table 2.2: Experiment name and globally integrated wind generated power input to near-inertial
motions.

TFX:

SFX:

Experiment name
NCEP
CFSR
TF04
TF06
TF12
TF24
SF0.7
SF1.1
SF1.8
SF2.8

Wind-power input [TW]
0.3
1.1
0.9
0.7
0.4
0.2
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.7
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Figure 2.13: Spatial distribution of the wind-power input to near-inertial motions calculated as the
cross-spectrum between current velocities and wind stress, and integrated over the near-inertial
frequency range in [*10−3 W/m2 ]. A Daniell estimator is used to estimate the cross-spectrum
(von Storch and Zwiers, 1999). Note that the method based on the integrated cross-spectrum
(dened by a raw cross-periodogram) is identical to the method based on data ltered in respect
to the same frequency range, as shown in Appendix A.2.

2.6 Discussion and conclusions
In this chapter, we address the inuence of the resolution of the wind stress forcing on the
generation of near-inertial motions in the ocean by driving a global eddy-permitting OGCM with
the same surface uxes of heat and fresh water but with wind stress of dierent spatial and
temporal resolutions. The near-inertial kinetic energy increases with increasing resolution in wind
stress forcing (Figure 2.11). Its area-averaged value is three times higher (up to a factor four in
the storm track regions) in experiment CFSR (forced by high-resolution wind stress: 1-hourly wind
stress on T383 grid) than in experiment NCEP (forced by low-resolution wind stress: 6-hourly
wind stress on T63 grid). The wind-power input to near-inertial motions is 1.1 TW in experiment
CFSR, which is three times higher than in experiment NCEP (Table 2.2). Time ltering of the
CSFR data aects the near-inertial kinetic energy stronger than space ltering of the same data
(Figure 2.12). This suggests that high-frequency temporal variations in the wind stress eld are
more ecient in generating near-inertial wave energy than small-scale spatial variations in the
wind stress eld.
The impact of the resolution of the wind forcing has been studied using a slab ocean model by
Klein et al. (2004a) who attributed their ndings to better temporal resolution of the wind stress
eld, while Jiang et al. (2005) stressed the importance of horizontal resolution. Here, we analyze
the role of spatial resolution relative to temporal resolution using an OGCM, and attribute the
increased wind-power input to the better temporal resolution of the CFSR winds compared to the
NCEP winds. To conclude, there is a strong sensitivity of the wind-power input to near-inertial
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motions to the resolution of the wind stress forcing. This points to a possible underestimation
of the energy available for the deep-ocean mixing and a need for improved estimates using more
sophisticated ocean models and wind stress elds at higher spatial and temporal resolutions.

3

General properties of near-inertial waves simulated
using a 1/10° ocean model
In this chapter, the general properties of near-inertial waves are addressed using a global
1/10° ocean general circulation model. Vertical prole of the zonal mean of near-inertial
kinetic energy shows that the energy is drained into the deep ocean. High levels of the nearinertial kinetic energy at the ocean surface, and the strong vertical energy propagation are
seen in the mid-latitudes for both January and July 2005. Equatorial regions show strong nearinertial kinetic energy throughout the water column. Spatial averages of near-inertial kinetic
energy over areas with distinctly dierent mixed layer depth show energy enhancement at the
base of the mixed layer. Energy enhancement suggests additional excitation of near-inertial
waves at the base of the mixed layer.
The fraction of the total wind-induced near-inertial energy ux leaving the mixed layer is
estimated using a global 1/10° ocean general circulation model with a temporally and spatially varying mixed layer. Of 0.34 TW of the mean wind-power input to surface near-inertial
motions, the mean near-inertial energy ux leaving the mixed layer amounts to 0.037 TW,
resulting in a mean fraction of 10.8%. The fraction tends to decrease with increasing mixed
layer depth and with increasing strength of wind stress variability, indicating the strong control of the turbulent dissipation inside the mixed layer on the fraction. Our results suggest
a possible overestimation of the wind-power input to near-inertial waves and point towards
the need for other energy sources for deep mixing. The content of this subchapter has been
submitted to Journal of Physical Oceanography as Rimac et al.
Characteristic scales of near-inertial waves are addressed on a global domain and at several
oceanic levels using vertical velocity simulated by the 1/10° ocean general circulation model.
Wavenumber and frequency spectra, coherence and phase are used to analyze the variability,
and horizontal and vertical propagation of near-inertial waves. Spectra of two-dimensional
wavenumbers do not show a clearly dened wavelength. Integrating the two-dimensional
wavenumber spectra over all zonal wavenumbers we nd the horizontal length scale of about
The content of this chapter has been submitted to Journal of Physical Oceanography as Rimac et al.
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200 to 500 km. Frequency spectra show strong maximum near the local inertial frequency f
and a lower maximum around the double inertial frequency 2f . Spectra show that the highest
energy does not occur at f or at 2f but at higher frequencies. This frequency shift is less
prominent when the calculation is done at 100 m than at 500 m, and for the areas further from
the equator than for the areas closer to the equator. Frequency spectra do not show universal
spectral shape near the local inertial frequency. The estimated horizontal coherence scale at
f is about 20 to 240 km while the vertical coherence scale is about 50 m and more. Phase
suggests that near-inertial waves propagate horizontally towards the equator and vertically
from the deep ocean towards its surface.

3.1 Background
In this section we give a brief overview of subjects that will be in detail studied in each of the
three subchapters. First, we explain a vertical structure of near-inertial kinetic energy. Second,
we study fraction of the total wind-induced near-inertial energy ux that leaves the mixed layer
and nally, we introduce characteristics of near-inertial waves. All three points are studied using
2-month of 1-hourly output of a simulation performed with a high-resolution 1/10° ocean general
circulation model described in Section 3.2.
Strong near-inertial waves are present in all realistic ocean general circulation models based
on primitive equations and forced by high-frequency wind stress forcing. These waves possess the
energy in the frequency band close to the Coriolis frequency f . Near-inertial waves are generated
by the atmospheric storms that are the strongest in winter due to stronger temperature gradients
and stronger pressure dierences. Near-inertial waves excited by the passing storms can propagate
horizontally as well as vertically (e.g., Fu, 1981, Simmons and Alford, 2012). Alford et al. (2012)
and Silverthorne and Toole (2009) used observational data from the North Pacic and the North
Atlantic respectively, to examine the seasonal variability of near-inertial kinetic energy as well as
the vertical structure of the near-inertial kinetic energy. Zhai et al. (2005, 2007) used a numerical
ocean model to asses the vertical propagation of storm-induced near-inertial energy. In spite
of these previous works, many aspects of near-inertial waves have still not been systematically
studied. Here we will focus on three of these aspects.
In the subchapter 3.3 we focus on the vertical prole of the near-inertial kinetic energy, its
propagation into the deep ocean and its vertical structure, using a simulation obtained from a
1/10° ocean model. Such vertical prole suggests how deep near-inertial waves generated at the
sea surface can penetrate into the ocean interior and whether there are processes inside ocean
which can modify the strength of near-inertial waves.
In the second subchapter 3.4 we study the energy generated by winds at the ocean surface
and the fraction of the inputted power that leaves the mixed layer. One way for surface winds to
provide power for the deep mixing is via near-inertial waves that are excited at the ocean surface.
Near-inertial waves that escape the turbulent mixed layer can propagate more freely into the
stratied deep ocean. When breaking in the oceanic interior, they can contribute to deep-ocean
mixing. The vertical energy ux leaving the mixed layer is of critical importance, because, if the
waves completely dissipate in the upper ocean, no energy is left for mixing in the deep ocean. Up
to our knowledge, the near-inertial energy ux has been studied using global and regional ocean
models but with leveled upper ocean of constant depth (Furuichi et al., 2008, Zhai et al., 2009)
but the near-inertial energy ux out of the mixed layer is dynamically more relevant and it has not
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been assessed yet.
Characteristic scales of near-inertial waves, the focus of subchapter 3.5, have so far mostly
been studied based on observations at limited sites (e.g., Fu, 1981, Alford, 2010, Alford et al.,
2012) and ocean models congured for a limited area (e.g., Danioux et al., 2008, Danioux and
Klein, 2008, Danioux et al., 2011). It has been shown that strong variability of the velocity eld
is present throughout the water column with two distinct maxima, one in the lower thermocline
between 100 m and 500 m and one in the deep ocean between 1700 m (Danioux et al., 2008) and
2500 m (Danioux et al., 2011). Frequency spectra show changing shape in the internal wave eld.
The shape depends on the area and depth for which the estimate is made; therefore, so far there
was no reported universal shape of the frequency spectrum. In the frequency spectrum (Danioux
et al., 2008, Danioux and Klein, 2008) a distinct maximum could be seen at the local inertial
inertial frequency f , and at double inertial frequency 2f . This maximum is mostly not centered at
f but slightly above f (Fu, 1981). In the study by Fu (1981), horizontal coherence has a scale of
about 60 km, while vertical coherence has the scale of about 200 m in the upper thermocline, and
about 1000 m in the deep ocean. Vertical phase dierence suggests downward energy propagation
in the lower thermocline and the existence of standing waves in the deep ocean (Fu, 1981). The
importance of this subchapter is to clarify on a global domain characteristic length and temporal
scales of near-inertial waves as well as their propagation in horizontal and vertical direction.
Evaluating the structure of near-inertial waves, their horizontal and vertical propagation, their
energy propagation and the fraction of the energy that is available for deep ocean mixing requires three-dimensional elds of velocity, temperature and salinity. These elds are not directly
available from observations. Therefore, this study makes use of spatial variables (e.g., vertical
and horizontal velocity, and pressure) simulated with a global Ocean General Circulation Model
(OGCM), i.e., the Max Planck Institute Ocean Model (MPIOM) at a 1/10° horizontal resolution.
A model at this resolution is believed to provide a more complete representation of the long waves
described by the primitive equations than observational estimates do. We use the global OGCM
because we are interested in characteristics of near-inertial waves at a global scale and not just in
a specic region (e.g., North Atlantic region as in Zhai et al. (2007)) or at one mooring site.

3.2 Numerical model set-up
The model used in this study, MPIOM, is the same as the one used in the previous chapter, but
at a higher horizontal and vertical resolution of 1/10° and 80 levels, respectively. The model is
formulated on a tripolar grid with a grid size of about 10 km near the equator which decreases to
2.4 km towards the South Pole. The vertical level thickness increases from 10 m in the surface
layers to about 280 m at the bottom. The model simulates mesoscale eddy characteristics in
agreement with observations (von Storch et al., 2012). MPIOM uses a Richardson numberdependent mixing scheme (Pacanowski and Philander, 1981), which is augmented by additional
parametrization for wind induced stirring. The near surface wind mixing is a function of local
10 m wind speed, it decays exponentially with depth and depends on the local static stability. The
surface wind mixing is also reduced in proportion to the fractional sea-ice cover.
Mixed layer depth is an important quantity for this chapter. It is diagnosed from temperature
and salinity elds and dened as the depth at which the density changes from the surface value by
0.125 kg/m3 has occurred. The depth of the simulated global mean mixed layer is about 47 m in
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January, and about 120 m in July. The simulated mean mixed layer depth (Figure 3.1, red line) is
in broad agreement with that derived from Polar science center Hydrographic Climatology (Figure
3.1, black line; Steele et al., 2001). Some dierence between observations (PHC climatology)
and simulated mean mixed layer depth appear around 50° S in both January and July and around
50°-60° N in January because of strong temperature and salinity biases there (Jungclaus et al.,
2013).

Figure 3.1: Zonal mean mixed layer depth calculated for January (solid line) and July (dashed
line) separately. Mixed layer depth is calculated using monthly mean values of temperature and
salinity elds of years 1948 to 2000 from PHC climatological data (black line, Steele et al., 2001)
and using model results of monthly mean temperature and salinity of the year 2005 (red line). It
is calculated using sigma-t density criterion (Levitus, 1982). Mixed layer depth is dened as the
depth at which a change from the surface density of 0.125 kg/m3 has occurred.
The model is spun-up for 25 years with climatological forcing, and run for another 60 years
using surface uxes of heat and momentum derived from the 6-hourly National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis at approximately 1.875° resolution (Kalnay et al., 1996).
The fresh water ux from evaporation and precipitation is supplemented by daily river discharges
at approximately 1.125° resolution. For the analysis considered in this chapter, we use the threedimensional hourly model output for January and July 2005.
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3.3 Vertical structure of near-inertial kinetic energy
3.3.1 Introduction
Near-inertial waves are a commonplace feature of the ocean. The kinetic energy spectrum of
horizontal and vertical velocity obtained from observations as well as model studies tends to display
an energetic maximum associated with near-inertial waves (e.g., Plueddemann and Farrar, 2006,
Ferrari and Wunsch, 2009). The predominant generation mechanism for these waves are winter
storms, e.g., cold fronts and small low pressure systems acting at the ocean surface (D'Asaro,
1985). Accordingly, there is a maximum in winter (January-March in the Northern Hemisphere
and July-September in the Southern Hemisphere) in the wind energy input because of prevalence
of the storms in that season (Alford, 2001, Watanabe and Hibiya, 2002, Alford, 2003a, Furuichi
et al., 2008). Once generated, near-inertial waves can propagate horizontally from their generation
region towards the equator, and vertically from the ocean surface into deeper layers of the ocean
(Alford, 2003b). Vertical proles of the ocean velocity show the presence of energetic depth- and
time-dependent current uctuations (Leaman and Sanford, 1975, Silverthorne and Toole, 2009).
However, the exact global vertical near-inertial kinetic energy distribution remains unclear.
Change of the near-inertial kinetic energy in the vertical direction has so far been studied using
observations and OGCMs. Based on a series of moorings tted with McLane Moored Proles
(MMP) located at approximately 39° N in the western Atlantic, Silverthorne and Toole (2009)
investigated seasonality of near-inertial internal waves and examined a localized kinetic energy
budget for these motions, focusing specically on the wind energy input. They showed that
near-inertial kinetic energy exibits a strong seasonal cycle with a winter-time maximum which was
dominated by downward energy propagation. Observations of the mixed layer depth demonstrated
that the maximum of the near-inertial kinetic energy is constantly extended well below the mixed
layer depth (around 100-200 m) and it shows enhancement in the upper portion of the water
column (around 400 m). Silverthorne and Toole (2009) showed that in summer, the near-inertial
kinetic energy prole is nearly uniform with depth. In a similar analysis, Alford et al. (2012)
used the data from two Acoustic Doppler Current Prolers (ADCP) deployed at 50 textdegree N
in the eastern Pacic. They found that substantial fraction of the energy input into the mixed
layer passes 800 m suggesting that this energy reaches the deep ocean. However, they reported
important dierences between two winters in their study, from which they concluded that the
lateral structure of the storms plays an important role for the vertical energy distribution.
Using an idealized ocean channel model at 1/3° horizontal resolution for the Southern Ocean,
Zhai et al. (2005) studied the interaction between near-inertial waves generated by a storm in
a mesoscale eddy eld. They showed that the leakage of near-inertial kinetic energy out of the
surface layers is strongly enhanced in the presence of mesoscale eddies. In a latter study, Zhai
et al. (2007) used a primitive equation 1/12° ocean model of the North Atlantic forced with
daily varying wind stress from the forecasts of the operational weather forecast model from the
European Center for Medium Weather Forecast (ECMWF). They found that the near-inertial
kinetic energy is strongly inuenced by the mesoscale eddy eld and appears to be locally drained
to the deep ocean, largely by a chimney eect associated with anticyclonic eddies.
The previous studies based on numerical models and observations thus indicate that there is
a substantial near-inertial kinetic energy in the ocean. At the same time, observational studies
showed a seasonal variability of the near-inertial kinetic energy throughout the water column.
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However, the vertical distribution of global mean near-inertial kinetic energy over one month period
and a possible connection between the vertical distribution of the near-inertial kinetic energy and
a realistic spatial structure of the mixed layer depth have not been assessed yet. Therefore, we
use MPIOM, which is a global ocean general circulation model, at 1/10° resolution and with 80
vertical levels. We address the following questions: How does the vertical structure of the zonally
averaged near-inertial kinetic energy look like? Is there a connection between the mixed layer
depth and the vertical structure of near-inertial kinetic energy in the ocean?

3.3.2 Results
First, we look at the vertical structure of near-inertial kinetic energy. The kinetic energy of nearinertial waves is calculated as the variance of the anticyclonically rotating velocity vector integrated
over frequencies ω with: 0.7f < ω < 1.3f , where f denotes the local inertial frequency. Here,
the calculation is done for the rst 1100 m for January and July 2005 separately. The result is
presented in Figure 3.2 as a vertical distribution of the zonal mean near-inertial kinetic energy.
Figure 3.2 shows that the near-inertial kinetic energy has, apart from the maximum close to
the equator, a pronounced maximum in the mid-latitude storm track regions (around 20°-50°).
This maximum is stronger in the winter season of a given month, i.e., in the Northern Hemisphere
in January and in the Southern Hemisphere in July. The maximum around the equator is the
strongest, probably because of the interaction of the locally generated waves and the near-inertial
waves propagating from higher latitudes. The globally averaged value of near-inertial kinetic
energy for both months reaches 0.006 m2 /s2 at the ocean surface. The global average reduces
similarly for both months down up to 100 m. Below 100 m the reduction in the global average of
near-inertial kinetic energy is stronger in July than in January. This suggests that stronger wind
variability from January leads to more of the near-inertial kinetic energy propagating to deeper
layers.
From the vertical distribution of the zonal mean near-inertial kinetic energy we could see that
in general energy decreases with depth, but at the same time there are high levels of near-inertial
kinetic energy in the rst 50-200 m in the ocean. To further address the question of how the nearinertial kinetic energy changes with depth, we look at the specic regions in the ocean dened by
distinctly dierent mixed layer depth. Figure 3.3a and 3.4a illustrate the spatial structure of the
mixed layer depth obtained for January and July separately. In January, mixed layer depth shows
deepening down to about 200 m in the Northern Hemisphere storm track regions, e.g., around
30°-50° N compared to the mean value of 47 m. Also, deep mixed layer depth in January is seen
in the region of the North Atlantic sub-polar gyre (around Greenland). Deepening of the mixed
layer in storm track regions indicates that winds have an inuence on the mixed layer depth. In
July, deep mixed layer depth is seen in the Southern Hemisphere (up to 900 m, around 30°-60° S).
These spatial structures are consistent with the observational estimates (Figure 3.1) and also
with the study by Jungclaus et al. (2013) who used the same numerical model (MPIOM) but at
a lower horizontal resolution.
Figures 3.3b and 3.3c (and Figures 3.4b and 3.4c) illustrate the vertical proles of near-inertial
kinetic energy averaged over the areas highlighted in Figure 3.3a for January (and in Figure 3.4a
for July). We use areas with distinctly dierent mixed layer depth. For example, in Figure 3.3a,
in area 1 the mean mixed layer depth is 120 m and in its neighboring area 2 the mean mixed layer
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Figure 3.2: Vertical distribution of the zonal mean near-inertial kinetic energy for the rst 1100 m
calculated from the bandpass-ltered model velocities for (a) January and (b) July. The result is
presented in a logarithmic scale [log (m2 /s2 )].
depth is 85 m. We chose these areas in order to have the direct insight in whether the vertical
prole of near-inertial kinetic energy changes with changing mixed layer depth. In case there is a
secondary maximum of near-inertial kinetic energy in the oceanic interior, this maximum is marked
by a black dot. Horizontal lines represent the mean depth of the mixed layer, i.e., the base of the
mixed layer, for each area separately. The respective mean depth for each area is given in Table
3.1. It can be seen that there is a strong variability in the mean mixed layer depth between the
areas, especially when the calculation is done for the winter season of each month. On the other
hand, the mean mixed layer depth is almost constant (around 20-30 m) in the summer season.
The vertical proles reveal that the near-inertial kinetic energy reduces from the surface towards
the deep ocean. In all proles the energy reduces up to 1000 times throughout the depth of
1000 m. The results obtained from the Northern Hemisphere show that in July the near-inertial
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Figure 3.3: (a) Spatial distribution of the mixed layer depth calculated for January 2005. Vertical
proles of near-inertial kinetic energy averaged over the areas highlighted in (a). Energy is calculated from the bandpass-ltered model velocities for the areas in (b) the Northern Hemisphere and
in (c) the Southern Hemisphere. Horizontal lines represent the mean mixed layer depth for each
area. Black dots represent the points where the near-inertial kinetic energy is increased compared
to its neighboring points (secondary maximum).
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Figure 3.4: (a) Spatial distribution of the mixed layer depth calculated for July 2005. Vertical
proles of near-inertial kinetic energy averaged over the areas highlighted in (a). Energy is calculated from the bandpass-ltered model velocities for the areas in (b) the Northern Hemisphere
and in (c) the Southern Hemisphere. Horizontal lines represent the mean of mixed layer depth
for each area. Black dots represent the points where the near-inertial kinetic energy is increased
compared to its neighboring points (secondary maximum).
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kinetic energy decrease with depth is comparable for dierent areas and the vertical proles are
about the same for all areas. This is not seen in the Southern Hemisphere in January where the
vertical proles are disparate for all areas. For some areas in the Northern Hemisphere in January
(Figure 3.3b) and in the Southern Hemisphere in July (Figure 3.4c), a small secondary maximum
is seen in the ocean interior, at about the base of the mixed layer. This secondary maximum is
also seen in the Southern Hemisphere in January but well below the base of the mixed layer. At
the same time, the secondary maximum or its correspondence to the mixed layer depth is not
seen in the Northern Hemisphere in July. Figure 3.3b and 3.4c show that the secondary maximum
is stronger when the mean near-inertial kinetic energy is calculated for the areas closer to the
Equator (e.g., the maximum is the strongest for area 2, centered around 20° N in January and for
area 10 and area 12, centered around 5°-10° S in January and July).

Table 3.1: Mean values of the mixed layer depth for the areas depicted in Figure 3.3 for January
and Figure 3.4 for July. The mean values for the areas are given in [m]

Northern Hemisphere:

Southern Hemisphere:

Area name
area 1
area 2
area 3
area 4
area 5
area 6
area 7
area 8
area 9
area 10
area 11
area 12

January (winter)
120
85
131
73
91
151
January (summer)
26
31
31
32
38
29

July (summer)
20
37
19
32
36
30
July (winter)
105
104
94
65
56
77

In an idealized study, Zhai et al. (2005) emphasized the important role of anticyclonic eddies
which drain the near-inertial energy to the deep ocean. Similarly, Zhai et al. (2007) showed the
association between high levels of near-inertial energy and anticyclonic relative vorticity. Following
their example, in Figure 3.5 we show a probability distribution function of number of grid points
sorted according to near-inertial kinetic energy and relative vorticity. We use the model grid
points from the storm track region of North Pacic (around 30°-50° N) in January and we use the
model grid points from the storm track region of South Pacic (around 20°-40° S) in July. Both
months oer a very clear example that the maximum of the relative likelihood of the near-inertial
kinetic energy is conned within an anticyclonic mesoscale eddy eld. In July the dependence of
the near-inertial kinetic energy on anticyclonic vorticity is not so obvious because of the weaker
near-inertial kinetic energy.
To evaluate our results obtained in January against the previous study by Zhai et al. (2007)
we look at a spatial structure and a vertical cross-section of near-inertial kinetic energy for the
North Atlantic region (Figure 3.6). The spatial structure of the near-inertial kinetic energy at
the surface and around 500 m are similar to Zhai et al. (2007), with the maximum over Grand
Banks of Newfoundland. At 500 m small structures that reect the mesoscale eddy eld can be
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Figure 3.5: Probability distribution function of number of grid points as a function of relative
vorticity and near-inertial kinetic energy calculated from the bandpass-ltered model velocities at
6 m for (a) January using model grid points from the North Pacic, and for (b) July using model
grid points from the South Pacic. Note that anticyclonic relative vorticity is negative when the
calculation is done for the Northern Hemisphere and positive when the calculation is done for the
Southern Hemisphere. Contours given in % represent relative amount of points in each segment
of the graph.
found. Also, at 500 m (Figure 3.6b) large near-inertial kinetic energy levels are conned in the
region of the western boundary current. The maximum values of 0.088 m2 /s2 at the surface and
0.0017 m2 /s2 at 500 m are somewhat smaller than the ones obtained by Zhai et al. (2007) (up to
2 m2 /s2 at the surface) probably because of a dierent near-inertial frequency band used in their
study (highpass lter with cuto frequency at 1.3 cpd, against bandpass lter used here) and a
dierent month of consideration (March, against January used here). Vertical cross-sections of
the near-inertial kinetic energy calculated along 59° W in Figure 3.6c and 45° W in Figure 3.6d
reveal a similar picture, with relatively high levels of near-inertial kinetic energy in "chimneys"
which are conned in the neighborhood of the Gulf stream. This energy propagates up to 1000 m
depth with strength of about 0.001 m2 /s2 .

3.3.3 Discussion and conclusions
In this subchapter, we study the vertical structure of near-inertial kinetic energy in the ocean simulated with an OGCM at high horizontal and vertical resolution, i.e., 1/10° horizontal resolution
and 80 vertical levels, respectively. The vertical structure of near-inertial kinetic energy shows
a stronger surface intensication in the winter hemisphere than in the summer hemisphere (Figure 3.2). This indicates that the near-inertial kinetic energy has a seasonal cycle with a maximum in winter that is mostly pronounced in the upper 200 m. The surface intensication in
the mid-latitudes endorses the hypothesis that near-inertial waves in those regions are primarily
surface forced by the passage of winter storms. In the equatorial regions the intensication of
the near-inertial kinetic energy is seen throughout the water column, indicating that next to locally generated waves there is an additional source of energy, probably arising from near-inertial
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Figure 3.6: Spatial distribution of near-inertial kinetic energy calculated from bandpass ltered
model velocities at (a) 6 m and (b) 500 m depth. Vertical cross-section of the near-inertial kinetic
energy along (c) 59° W and (d) 45° W. Calculations are done for January 2005.
waves propagating from higher latitudes or other mechanisms such as tropical instability waves.
The area mean of near-inertial kinetic energy shows that the energy in general decreases with
depth. In the winter hemisphere there is a small maximum seen at the base of the mixed layer
(Figure 3.3b and 3.4c). This maximum is also seen in the summer hemisphere in January but well
below the mean mixed layer. Also, it is noted that the secondary maximum is higher when the
area mean near-inertial kinetic energy is calculated for the areas closer to the equator.
Our results show the enhancement of near-inertial kinetic energy at the mixed layer depth
which leads to the conclusion that apart from the energy generation at the ocean surface, some
of the near-inertial energy is generated near the base of the mixed layer. This generation can be
related to Ekman pumping. Wind stress acting at the surface of the ocean will drive a relatively
shallow upper ocean ow and transport water to the right in the Northern Hemisphere (or to the
left in the Southern Hemisphere). Horizontal variations in the wind stress thus result in changes
in convergence and divergence of the surface Ekman transport. This forces vertical water motion
within the mixed layer that is convergent in anticyclonic ow and divergent in cyclonic ow. The
convergent ow drives downward vertical motion (Ekman pumping) while the divergent ow drives
upward vertical motion (Ekman suction). Variations in Ekman pumping can excite near-inertial
waves and induce the energy enhancement at the base of the mixed layer seen in the winter
hemisphere (Figure 3.3b and 3.4c).
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3.4 Near-inertial energy ux leaving ocean's mixed layer
This subchapter is written in a paper form and it has been submitted to Journal of Physical
Oceanography.

3.4.1 Introduction
The power needed for mixing to sustain the global general circulation in the deep ocean is believed
to be mainly supplied by winds and tides (e.g., Munk and Wunsch, 1998) but other processes like
dissipation of mesoscale eddies can also contribute (Tandon and Garrett, 1994). One way for
surface winds to provide power for the deep mixing is via near-inertial waves that are excited at
the ocean surface. Near-inertial waves that escape the turbulent mixed layer can propagate freely
into the stratied deep ocean. When breaking in the oceanic interior, they can contribute to deep
mixing. In this respect, the fraction of the total wind-induced near-inertial energy ux leaving the
mixed layer (hereafter referred to as FRACTION) is a quantity important for understanding the
global general circulation and the energetics of the ocean.
The wind-power input to near-inertial motions has been studied using both slab ocean models
and Ocean General Circulation Models (OGCM) but with dierent wind stress products. The
spread of the estimates ranges from 0.3-0.7 TW using slab ocean models (e.g., Alford, 2001,
Watanabe and Hibiya, 2002) to 0.3-1.1 TW using OGCMs (e.g., Furuichi et al., 2008, Simmons
and Alford, 2012, Jochum et al., 2013, Rimac et al., 2013). Here, we repeat the analysis concerning wind-power input to near-inertial motions from the study by (Rimac et al., 2013, see Chapter
2) using a global OGCM at much higher horizontal and vertical resolution (1/10°, 80 levels)
and with wind stress data from 6-hourly National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National
Centers for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis. The aim is to trace the fate of this
energy input escaping the mixed layer.
The question of how much of the wind-induced power is dissipated in the surface layer and
hence is lost for the deep ocean has been studied by several authors (e.g., Large and Crawford,
1995). Furuichi et al. (2008) used a global model setup at 1/7° horizontal resolution, with a
vertical mixing scheme by Mellor and Blumberg (2004). They estimated that in total 75-85%
of the global annual mean wind-power input to surface near-inertial motions is dissipated in the
surface 150 m depending on the region under consideration. Zhai et al. (2005, 2009) pointed
out that in the presence of mesoscale eddies, vertical propagation of near-inertial waves can be
amplied. Zhai et al. (2009) used a regional ocean model of the North Atlantic at 1/12° horizontal
resolution and with the vertical mixing scheme by Gaspar et al. (1990). They found that nearly
70% of the wind-induced near-inertial energy at the sea surface is dissipated within the top 230 m
by vertical friction, 8% is lost due to biharmonic dissipation and 10% is lost by lateral uxes. In
their analysis, they showed that only 10% of the vertical near-inertial energy ux propagates into
the deep ocean below 230 m.
The previous studies thus indicate that a large portion of wind-induced power is dissipated
in the surface layer of the ocean. However, the energy ux out of the mixed layer, rather than
the energy ux through a xed level as it was considered by Furuichi et al. (2008) and Zhai
et al. (2009), is dynamically more relevant. Here we will quantify this ux globally, using the
Max Planck Institute Ocean Model (MPIOM) at 1/10° horizontal resolution that simulates a
realistic temporally and spatially varying mixed layer depth with a realistic mixed layer closure
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similar to Furuichi et al. (2008) and Zhai et al. (2009). We address the following questions:
What is the magnitude of the wind-power input to near-inertial motions simulated with our highresolution ocean model? How large is the fraction of the total wind-induced near-inertial energy
ux that propagates out of the mixed layer (FRACTION)? What are the factors that control this
FRACTION?

3.4.2 Wind-power input to near-inertial waves simulated with 1/10° and 0.4° resolution ocean model, but forced by the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
First, we estimate the wind-power input to near-inertial motions (for short INPUT) from the
1/10° simulation and compare the result with that obtained by Rimac et al. (2013) to assess the
role of model resolution. INPUT at the surface is calculated by integrating the cross-spectrum
between surface lateral velocities and wind stress over the near-inertial frequency range dened
by: 0.7f < ω < 1.3f , where f denotes the local inertial frequency. We use a Daniell estimator
(von Storch and Zwiers, 1999) to estimate the cross-spectrum. For comparison we also calculate
INPUT for the same two months using the same 6-hourly NCEP forcing but with MPIOM at
0.4° resolution (Rimac et al., 2013). The INPUT in the 1/10° model is 0.34 TW, which is
slightly lower than 0.37 TW in the 0.4° NCEP experiment. This result indicates that the higher
resolution of the ocean model does not signicantly change the result. On the other hand, Rimac
et al. (2013) showed that higher temporal resolution of wind stress, e.g., 1-hourly would increase
INPUT up to 1.1 TW. We hence expect the INPUT to be around 1 TW when the model is forced
by hourly wind stress data. As in Rimac et al. (2013) the INPUT (Figure 3.7) has a pronounced
maximum around 30°-50° as a response to the intermittent passage of the mid-latitude storms.
The maximum in the Northern Hemisphere in January is about 25% stronger than in the Southern
Hemisphere in July (0.041 W/m2 compared to 0.031 W/m2 ) indicating that the wind variability
related to winter storms is stronger in the Northern Hemisphere.

3.4.3 Total near-inertial energy ux propagating out of the mixed layer
The horizontal and vertical near-inertial energy ux at the mixed layer depth h are estimated
as the cross-covariance obtained by integrating the cross-spectrum between the velocity u0 =
(u 0 (x, y , h), v 0 (x, y , h), w 0 (x, y , h)), and the pressure p 0 (x, y , h) (u 0 and p 0 denote a deviation from
the monthly mean velocity and pressure), over frequencies ω : 0.7f < ω < 1.3f . An expansion or
reduction of the frequency band, to e.g. 0.8f < ω < 1.2f , increases or decreases the result by
less than 1%. The results are thus insensitive to small variations of near-inertial frequency band.
The pressure is obtained by integrating the hydrostatic relation and adding the contribution from
the sea surface elevation. We calculate the total near-inertial energy ux leaving the mixed layer
(hereafter referred to as FLUX) as the ux of near-inertial energy across the bottom of the mixed
layer at depth z = −h,
p 0 u0 · n = p 0 u 0

∂h
∂h
+ p0 v 0
+ p0 w 0 .
∂x
∂y

(3.1)

In the equation, () denotes the cross-covariance detailed above, p 0 w 0 represents the mean vertical
∂h
∂h
energy ux of near-inertial waves, p 0 u 0 ∂x
+ p 0 v 0 ∂y
is the projection of the horizontal near-inertial
energy ux on the slope of the bottom of the mixed layer, and n is the unit vector normal to
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Figure 3.7: Spatial distribution of the wind-power input to near-inertial motions calculated as the
cross-spectrum between current velocities and wind stress, and integrated over the near-inertial
frequency range in [*10−3 W/m2 ], is presented for (a) January and (b) July. A Daniell estimator
is used to estimate the cross-spectrum (von Storch and Zwiers, 1999). Note that the method
based on the integrated cross-spectrum (dened by a raw cross-periodogram) is identical to the
method based on data ltered in respect to the same frequency range, as shown in Appendix A.2.
the bottom of the mixed layer which varies geographically. The projection terms contribute to
the total fraction of the near-inertial energy leaving the mixed layer by less than 1% in all the
calculations (Table 3.2) and are about 10% of the vertical ux. Therefore, these terms can
be neglected and the knowledge of the vertical near-inertial energy ux leaving the mixed layer
appears sucient for a rough estimation of the energy available for deep-ocean mixing. However,
in the following analyses FLUX is calculated using Equation (1).
The spatial distribution of FLUX is shown in Figure 3.8. FLUX is mostly negative, i.e.,
downward, but positive values show up at places. Large negative values of FLUX are found in
the mid-latitude winter storm track regions around 20°-60° N in January (Figure 3.8a) and around
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20°-50° S in July (Figure 3.8b). Negative values of FLUX are also found in January in the Southern
Hemisphere around 30°-60°. Positive FLUX near the equator might arise from near-inertial waves
propagating in the interior from higher latitudes upward into the mixed layer again. Some of the
positive ux also appears around the continents (e.g., Gulf of Mexico, eastern coast of the South
America, Bay of Bengal and Gulf of Aden), possibly due to ow topography interactions (Zhai
and Marshall, 2013).

Figure 3.8: Spatial distribution of the total near-inertial energy ux leaving the mixed layer for
(a) January and (c) July. Note that negative values indicate downward energy propagation. The
eld is interpolated to a grid of 1.1° horizontal resolution.
Further, we calculate the globally and hemispherically integrated FLUX and their ratios to
the respective globally and hemispherically integrated INPUT at the sea surface (FRACTION;
Table 3.2). The mean values (averages of January and July) of global FLUX and FRACTION
are 0.034 TW and 10.8% respectively. In general, the values of FLUX and FRACTION depend
strongly on the month and the area that are used for the calculation. For instance, the global
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Table 3.2: Globally integrated wind-power input to near-inertial motions (INPUT), total nearinertial energy ux leaving the mixed layer (FLUX), near-inertial energy ux leaving the mixed
layer from a projection term (FLUXp ), and the ratio of the integrated uxes to the wind-power
input to near-inertial motions (FRACTION) for January and July, and as the mean of the two
months. Total ux and wind power input to near-inertial motions calculated separately for the
Northern (NH) and the Southern Hemisphere (SH) for January, July and as the mean of the two
months.

global:

NH:
SH:

INPUT [TW]
FLUX [TW]
FRACTION [%]
FLUXp [TW]
FRACTIONp [%]
INPUT [TW]
FLUX [TW]
FRACTION [%]
INPUT [TW]
FLUX [TW]
FRACTION [%]

January
0.36
0.046
12.7
0.001
0.2
0.24
0.031
12.9
0.11
0.015
13.6

July
0.33
0.027
8.1
0.004
1.2
0.08
0.006
7.5
0.25
0.021
8.4

Mean value
0.34
0.037
10.8
0.003
0.8
0.16
0.019
11.9
0.18
0.02
11.1

FLUX is almost two times smaller in July (0.027 TW) than in January (0.046 TW). The global
value of FRACTION is reduced from 12.7% in January to 8.1% in July.

3.4.4 Factors that control the fraction
In Figure 3.9 we show the dependence of FRACTION on (a) mixed layer depth and (b) the
strength of the wind stress variability as characterized by standard deviation of wind stress. The
dependency reects the inuence of various factors that can aect the magnitude of FRACTION.
One factor might be the wind stress variability. Obviously, stronger wind stress variability leads to
a larger wind power input to near-inertial motions. However, stronger wind stress variability also
implies stronger mixing of momentum and thus stronger dissipation of wind-induced near-inertial
waves within the mixed layer. In MPIOM, the vertical momentum mixing can be changed by wind
stress variability via the dependence of the mixing strength upon the cube of 10 m wind speed and
via the wind-induced changes in the vertical shear and with that the Richardson number. For both
processes, stronger wind stress variability will lead to stronger dissipation inside the mixed layer
and will produce smaller values of FRACTION. Thus, wind stress variability might have two roles,
a productive role through increasing INPUT and a dissipative role through stronger dissipation.
Another factor capable of aecting the magnitude of FRACTION is the mixed layer depth. A
deeper mixed layer implies that the wind-induced near-inertial waves have to pass a thicker surface
layer with strong dissipation before leaving the mixed layer. As a consequence, the magnitude of
FRACTION should decrease with increasing mixed layer depth. On the other hand, the mixed
layer depth is not independent of the wind stress variability, which might decrease FRACTION
due to wind-induced dissipation inside the mixed layer as discussed above.
The eects of mixed layer depth and wind-stress variability on FRACTION cannot be quantied
locally due to the noisy structure of grid point values of FLUX (Figure 3.8). Instead, they are
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assessed using large areas dened by certain ranges of mixed layer depth or wind stress variability
(Figure 3.9). We nd that apart from the area with extremely thin mixed layer (i.e., 10 m ≤ mixed
layer depth ≤ 40 m), the value of FRACTION decreases, by and large, with increasing mixed layer
depth in both months. Furthermore, there is a noticeable tendency of decreasing FRACTION
with increasing strength of wind stress variability. Our result conrms the link between mixed
layer depth and the dissipation of near-inertial waves inside the mixed layer and indicates that the
dissipative role outweighs the productive role of the wind forcing.

Figure 3.9: Bar plot representing FRACTION in dependence of changing (a) mixed layer depth
and (b) standard deviation of wind stress. Blue bars represent results for January while red bars
for July. x-axes show intervals that are used to dene the domain including all grid points over
which the mean values of FRACTION are calculated. For example, 10-40 in (a) means that
FRACTION is calculated at grid points where mixed layer depth is between 10 and 40 m deep.
We calculate FRACTION in (b) at grid points where wind stress standard deviation is e.g., 0.5-1
of the maximum value.

3.4.5 Horizontal near-inertial energy ux
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 illustrate the horizontal near-inertial energy ux integrated throurough
the water column from the surface to 1000 m depth for January and July, respectively. The
general distribution of the horizontal energy ux, especially its zonal component, resembles the
observed near-inertial kinetic energy at the ocean surface, as we could see in Section 2.5.1 (Figure
2.11). For the meridional near-inertial energy ux, we observe strong equatorward (negative in the
Northern Hemisphere and positive in the Southern Hemisphere) energy propagation away from the
regions of large wind energy input, especially between 20°-60° N in January and 20°-50° S in July.
If we exclude equatorial regions, the maximum near-inertial energy ux is found around 30° N in
January, and around 30° S in July. The zonal near-inertial energy ux has a similar magnitude as the
meridional energy ux for both months and is directed mostly towards the east (positive values).
The strongest zonal ow is observed in the storm track regions, between 20°-50° latitudes. The
maximum appears around 28°-35° N in January, and 30°-40° S in July. It is interesting to note that
horizontal near-inertial energy uxes in the Pacic Ocean are larger than the uxes in the other
oceans for both months. Also, the winter enhancement of the uxes are more signicant in the
Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern Hemisphere. These features are in general agreement
with the estimates from historical mooring records as it was shown by Alford (2003b) and to the
model estimates by Furuichi et al. (2008), Zhai et al. (2009) and Simmons and Alford (2012).
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Figure 3.10: Spatial distribution of the (a) zonal u 0 p0 and the (b) meridional v 0 p0 near-inertial
energy ux integrated from the mixed layer depth to the ocean bottom. The uxes are calculated
for January 2005. Positive values for the zonal ux indicate eastward energy propagation. Positive
values for the meridional ux that dominate in the Southern Hemisphere and negative values in
the Northern Hemisphere indicate equatorward energy propagation. The result is given in [W/m].

3.4.6 Discussion and conclusions
In this study, we address the fraction of the total near-inertial energy ux leaving the mixed
layer (FRACTION) by using a global 1/10° OGCM with a realistic spatially varying structure of
the mixed layer depth. In our study, the total near-inertial energy ux leaving the mixed layer
(FLUX) shows a pronounced maximum in the mid-latitude winter storm track regions. From
the wind-induced ux of 0.34 TW at the surface only about 10.8% leaves the mixed layer. The
remainder of the energy is dissipated in the mixed layer. Deeper mixed layer implies stronger
dissipation of near-inertial waves inside mixed layer and hence smaller values of FRACTION. Wind
stress forcing generates near-inertial waves, but also damps these waves via enhanced turbulent
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Figure 3.11: Spatial distribution of the (a) zonal u 0 p0 and the (b) meridional v 0 p0 near-inertial
energy ux integrated from the mixed layer depth to the ocean bottom. The uxes are calculated
for July 2005. Positive values for the zonal ux indicate eastward energy ux propagation. Positive
values for the meridional ux that dominate in the Southern Hemisphere and negative values in
the Northern Hemisphere indicate equatorward energy propagation. The result is given in [W/m].
mixing inside the mixed layer. The dissipative role outweighs the productive role of the wind
forcing. Horizontal, meridional and zonal energy ux indicate equatorward and eastward energy
propagation, respectively.
It has been noted that wind stress inuences the power input to near-inertial motions at the
ocean surface (Rimac et al., 2013, see Chapter 2). Here, we address the strength of wind stress
and its inuence on FRACTION because wind stress directly inuences mixing of momentum and
therefore the dissipation of near-inertial waves within the mixed layer. At the same time, the
mixed layer depth signies the depth that wind-induced near-inertial waves have to pass before
being able to freely propagate into the deep ocean. Therefore the realistic spatial structure of
mixed layer depth is dynamically important in studying the FRACTION of near-inertial energy
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available for deep-ocean mixing. The inuence of these two factors, mixed layer depth and wind
stress, on FRACTION has not been assessed yet. FRACTION also depends on the turbulent
mixing in the ocean interior. We believe that using more sophisticated mixing scheme than the
one from Pacanowski and Philander (1981) which is implemented in MPIOM would possibly give
a dierent result. We thus suggest to perform similar analysis with dierent model using dierent
mixed layer closures.
To conclude, if the mean value of the FRACTION of the total FLUX of 11% is applied, only
about 0.04 TW of the wind-induced power to near-inertial motions at the surface is available
for deep-ocean mixing when using the present setup of the MPIOM. Taking the whole range of
uncertainty of 0.3-1.1 TW for the wind-power input to near-inertial motions into account, the
present study suggests that the total wind-induced near-inertial energy available for deep-ocean
mixing is small (smaller than 0.1 TW). This suggests the existence/importance of other energy
sources or other energy pathways of wind-induced power (e.g., that via interaction of mesoscale
eddies with the bottom topography (Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2011)).
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3.5 Characteristics of near-inertial waves
3.5.1 Introduction and motivation
One of the striking aspects of deep ocean velocity proles is the presence of depth- and timedependent velocity uctuations with high energy in the near-inertial frequency band (Leaman
and Sanford, 1975). Although these uctuations are commonly stronger in the oceanic mixed
layer, they are present throughout the water column (Leaman and Sanford, 1975, Silverthorne
and Toole, 2009, Alford et al., 2012). Kinetic energy of oceanic waves is mainly studied using a
frequency spectrum. In frequency space, near-inertial waves are represented by relatively broad and
prominent spectral peak with a maximum near the local inertial frequency f (Fu, 1981, Ferrari
and Wunsch, 2009). Comparatively, a change of the spectral shape of the near-inertial peak
(e.g., its maximum and broadness) in a frequency spectrum has long been discussed (e.g., Fu,
1981). Near-inertial waves make up about half of internal wave energy (Figure 1.1), and the
power provided by the wind at the ocean surface is a substantial fraction of the power needed to
sustain the global general circulation in the ocean (Rimac et al., 2013, references therein, see also
Chapter 2). Therefore, a more complete estimate of their spatial and temporal characteristics
than the one provided by observational studies from some localized regions, mainly in the North
Atlantic and the North Pacic, is needed.
Velocity uctuations were studied using observational data and realistic basin scale ocean
models. Fu (1981) used various Polymode arrays located at the Western North Atlantic. He
studied characteristics of the inertial peak (i.e., its energy level and spectral shape) but also spatial
coherence and coherence scales of near-inertial waves. He showed that at most observational
sites, there is a prominent inertial peak in frequency spectrum slightly above the local inertial
frequency f . However, the peak maximum and its width varied when the spectrum was estimated
for dierent depths, and they depended on geographical environment in which the Polymode had
been deployed. Near f , the horizontal coherence scale was estimated to be about O(60 km) at
depths from 200 to 600 m, and the vertical coherence scale was about O(200 m) in the lower part
of the main thermocline and about O(1000 m) in the deep water. In the study by Fu (1981), the
phase spectrum suggested a downward energy propagation in the lower thermocline and standing
waves in the deep water. On the other hand, Danioux et al. (2011) used a basin scale ocean
model forced by uniform wind stress data. They showed the presence of energetic near-inertial
waves with a mean amplitude of vertical velocity of 25 m/day in the deep ocean (around 2500 m),
a dominant peak at 2f frequency, and a characteristic length scale of these waves as small as
30 km. They pointed out on the relative importance of the duration of the wind forcing and of
the model resolution on generation of near-inertial waves.
The previous studies thus indicate the existence of energetic near-inertial waves in the ocean
but their spatial and temporal scales are poorly assessed because the analysis were based on sparse
amount of observational sites, mostly located in the North Atlantic and Pacic regions while the
Southern basins due to low amount of available data were not covered. We however, can study
the whole range of spatial and temporal scales using hourly output of a simulation performed
with a global Ocean General Circulation Model (OGCM), the Max Planck Institute Ocean Model
(MPIOM), at 1/10° horizontal resolution and 80 vertical levels. We examine characteristic scales
of near-inertial waves and their propagation in horizontal and vertical direction on a global domain.
We address the following questions: What is the spatial length scale of near-inertial waves? Are
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near-inertial waves dominant motions in the ocean energy spectrum? Are simulated motions
waves or simply oscillations? How do wind-induced near-inertial waves propagate horizontally and
vertically?
Throughout this subchapter, the analyses of characteristic scales of near-inertial waves are
based on vertical velocity. Vertical velocity is an important variable in the ocean on a vast range
of scales. It can be used not only to quantify the upwelling and downwelling related to the global
overturning circulation but it can also describe small-scale processes such as internal waves that are
crucial for deep ocean circulation (von Storch, 2010). Internal waves can signicantly contribute
to the variability of the vertical velocity. We use vertical velocity from the global model not only
because of the sparseness of the observational sites but also because of the diculty in directly
measuring vertical velocity that is a few orders of magnitude smaller than horizontal velocity. At
the same time, vertical velocity is not so strongly "contaminated" by the quasi-geostrophic eddy
eld, as it is the case for horizontal velocity. Hence, near-inertial waves can be studied using raw
vertical velocity without applying any lter beforehand.
So far we could see that for a more complete description of near-inertial waves, than it
is provided by observational studies, we need a global OGCM at high horizontal and vertical
resolution. Also, we argued that we can analyze characteristics of near-inertial waves based on
vertical velocity since it is not so strongly "contaminated" by the quasi-geostrophic eddy eld. In
Figure 3.12a and 3.13a, a snap shot of vertical velocity at 500 m is shown for January and July,
respectively. In these gures we nd strong mostly zonally oriented stripes with a mean vertical
velocity of 12·10−8 m/s. The observed stripes recall wave crests and troughs and they can be
found in all ocean basins. The stripes are less prominent and with more randomly changing sign
in the North Hemisphere around eastern borders of Asian and North American continent, and in
the Southern Ocean (mainly in the Indian and Atlantic Ocean) poleward of 40° S. The question
that arises is which areas to choose to study characteristic scales of near-inertial waves. In our
analyses, we decide for the areas where vertical velocity is strong, where it shows wave structures
and it is outside regions with strong mesoscale eddies. The highlighted areas in Figure 3.12a and
3.13a correspond very well to our criterion. To envisage our choice of areas used for detailed
analysis, in Figure 3.14 we give a closer look of all chosen areas. Our analyses are done for
two oceanic levels, i.e., mainly around 100 and 500 m for January and July 2005 separately. We
choose these depths because at 100 m near-inertial waves are not under the direct inuence of
the atmospheric forcing and at 500 m vertical velocity is the strongest in our simulations.

3.5.2 Wavenumber spectra of the vertical velocity
In this section, for the purpose of analyzing spatial structure of near-inertial waves in the ocean
and examining their horizontal length scale in detail, we calculate a wavenumber spectrum of
vertical velocity. We study horizontal length scale of near-inertial waves using a two-dimensional
Fourier decomposition that is described in Appendix A.3.
Figures 3.12b and 3.13b represent a horizontal wavenumber spectra for January and July,
respectively. The spectra are obtained for the areas highlighted in Figure 3.12a (for a closer look
of the highlighted areas we refer the reader to Figure 3.14). They are calculated for couple of time
steps in January and July, and then represented as their mean value. The wavenumber spectra
are shown for 100 m (solid lines) and 500 m (dashed lines). It can be seen that in January the
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Figure 3.12: (a) Spatial distribution of the vertical velocity at 500 m. (b) Horizontal wavenumber
spectra calculated for depths of 100 m (solid lines) and 500 m (dashed lines) for January. Spectra
are calculated using vertical velocity from the areas highlighted in red color.
wavenumber spectra at two dierent levels show broad peaks. Maximum of the peaks is only
evident for area 1 and area 2 (for both levels) and for area 4 at 500 m. For other areas, energy
either decreases from the lowest to the highest resolved wavenumber (area 4 at 100 m), or it
shows almost at spectral shape up to wavelength of about 170 km (area 5) or 100 km (area 3)
after which the energy decreases. For area 1, area 3 and area 5 spectral shapes are very similar
at both depths (with an exception of evident secondary maximum at wavelength of 168 km for
area 1 at 500 m), which indicates that the wavelength of near-inertial waves does not change
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Figure 3.13: (a) Spatial distribution of the vertical velocity at 500 m. (b) Horizontal wavenumber
spectra calculated for depths of 100 m (solid lines) and 500 m (dashed lines) for July. Spectra are
calculated using vertical velocity from the areas highlighted in red color.
signicantly throughout the water column for these areas, or at least in the rst 500 m. In July,
the spectra show for almost all areas energy decrease from the lowest to the highest resolved
wavenumber. Exceptions are area 5 at 500 m and area 3, but the peaks are not evident and the
maximum of the peaks is not apparent. Except for the spectral shape, some other dierences
between January and July are found. In general, in January wavenumber spectra have higher
energy when calculated for areas from the Northern Hemisphere, while in July spectra calculated
for areas from the Southern Hemisphere have higher energy. Also, in January spectral shapes
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Figure 3.14: Spatial distribution of the vertical velocity at 500 m for January (top panel) and July
(bottom panel). Shown areas are the same as the ones highlighted in red in Figure 3.12a.
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change strongly over low wavenumbers from one area to another. This change is not seen in July.
From wavenumber spectra we can conclude that it is dicult to identify the wavelength from
two-dimensional wavenumber spectra for our chosen areas. Nonetheless, in Table 3.3 we show the
maximum of each spectrum to obtain a broad overview of possible wavelengths for two depths
and two months. We present the wavelength for each area where the energy is the highest.
For some areas, such as area 4 in January, a correct estimate could not be made, because the
spectral shape decreases from the lowest to highest wavenumber and additional maximum is not
evident. Numbers in parenthesis represent secondary maxima of the wavenumber spectra for the
areas where they are noticed. In January wavelengths at two depths are almost identical, with
wavelengths around 250-350 km. Two dierences can be seen though. First, in area 1 there is
a strong secondary maximum at a wavelength of 168 km at 500 m, and second, in area 4, the
correct estimate cannot be made at 100 m. Although in July, spectra shown in Figure 3.13b
have similar shapes at both depths with decreasing energy from the beginning of the spectrum,
wavenumbers dier between two levels for all areas (except area 1), also for area 2, area 4 and
area 5 at 100 m the estimate cannot be made.

Table 3.3: Area name and wavelength calculated from vertical velocity for January and July at
100 m and at 500 m. Wavelength is calculated using a two-dimensional Fourier decomposition.
Numbers in parenthesis denote secondary maxima seen in wavenumber spectrum in Figure 3.12b
for January and 3.13b for July. The estimate is not shown for areas where the energy decreases
from the lowest to the highest wavenumber.

100 m deep:

500 m deep:

Area
area 1
area 2
area 3
area 4
area 5
area 1
area 2
area 3
area 4
area 5

Wavelength for January [km]
297
357
268
241
297 (168)
357
268
476
241

Wavelength for July [km]
481
195
481
357
433 (125)
476
284

Finally, we are interested in whether the waves propagate mainly in zonal or in meridional
direction. We integrate two-dimensional spectra calculated using the method from Appendix A.3
(Equation A.12) over all zonal or meridional wavenumbers. Left panels in Figure 3.15 for January
and 3.16 for July represent the integrals over all zonal wavenumbers, while right panels represent
the integrals over all meridional wavenumbers. Spectra are presented at 100 m (solid line) and at
500 m (dashed line). In January, spectral peaks in meridional direction are evident for area 1 and
area 2 at both depths, and area 4 at 500 m. The peaks are not clear for area 3 and area 5 and
the spectral shape is almost at with small maximum around wavelength of 100 km. In July, the
spectral peaks are evident for area 1, area 2 and area 3 at 500 m and area 3 at 100 m. In other
areas and other depths, spectral shape is almost at with small maximum at wavelength of 100
to 200 km. This analysis would indicate that waves have mainly meridional direction for all areas
and both months.
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Figure 3.15: Horizontal wavenumber spectra calculated using vertical velocity from the areas
depicted in Figure 3.12a at depths of 100 m (solid line) and 500 m (dashed line) for January.
Spectra are calculated as an integral over all zonal (left panel) and all meridional (right panel)
wavenumbers. Colors represent the estimates from dierent areas and they correspond to the
ones from Figure 3.12b.

3.5.3 Frequency spectra of the vertical velocity
In this section, we analyze frequency spectra with the emphasis on the frequency band near the
inertial frequency f . In particular, we examine the energy level, width and spectral shape of the
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Figure 3.16: Horizontal wavenumber spectra calculated using vertical velocity from the areas
depicted in Figure 3.13a at depths 100 m (solid line) and 500 m (dashed line) for July. Spectra are
calculated as an integral over all zonal (left panel) and all meridional (right panel) wavenumbers.
Colors represent the estimates from dierent areas and they correspond to the ones from Figure
3.13b.
inertial peak by computing frequency spectra of vertical velocity for dierent areas in the ocean
introduced in Section 3.5.2, and at two dierent depths. Frequency spectra are computed for
several neighboring grid points taken from the center of each area, and the result is presented
as their mean value. The resulting spectra are shown in Figure 3.17 for January (left panel)
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and July (right panel). We show the spectra calculated for 100 m (black line) and 500 m (blue
line) in the ocean. Green dashed lines represent local inertial frequency f , and the double inertial
frequency 2f . All frequency spectra have similar shape outside the frequency band of near-inertial
waves. Slightly below f the energy starts to increase. It is followed by the conspicuous inertial
maximum in the vicinity of f . The energy then decreases in the frequency domain of internal
waves (frequencies higher than f ). For some areas (except for area 4 in January and area 2 at
100 m in July) the energy again starts to increase close to 2f , and it is followed by relatively small
secondary maximum.

Figure 3.17: Frequency spectra calculated using vertical velocity for the areas depicted in Figure
3.12a at depths of 100 m (black) and 500 m (blue) for January (left panel) and July (right panel).
Green lines represent local inertial frequency f , and the double inertial frequency 2f .
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We can see that the spectral shapes defer between all areas and an universal shape in the frequency range of near-internal waves (frequencies around f and 2f ) is not evident. It is interesting
to nd whether there is any correlation between variability in spectral shapes and the environment
from which vertical velocity was taken. Three dierent spectral shapes can be dened from our
frequency spectra depending on the distance from the equator and the physical environment. For
a closer view, in Table 3.4 we give the geographical latitude of the center of the box from where
the grid point time series to calculate the spectra are taken. It can be seen that mentioned area
1 and area 4 are closest to the equator, while area 3 is furthest from the equator. In Figure
3.17, rst, we can see that frequency spectra have broader inertial peak when calculated for areas
closer to the equator (area 1 and area 4) than when calculated for the areas further away from
the equator (e.g., area 3). Simultaneously, these peaks are also less pronounced, meaning that
the height of the inertial peak is smaller in contrast to the peaks from other areas. Also, the
peaks for those areas (area 1 and area 4) do not occur at the local inertial frequency f (and at
double inertial frequency 2f ) but at higher frequencies. This suggests that the frequency of the
locally generated inertial waves has been shifted to the higher frequency due to interaction with
the waves propagating from higher latitudes. The shift of the local peak is more pronounced at
500 m than at 100 m. Second, for the areas further away from the equator (area 2 and area 5),
centered around 20° latitudes, the spectral peak becomes narrower and it is higher compared to
area 1 and area 4. Frequency shift is still obvious and the peak at 2f becomes more noticeable.
Third, for area 3 centered around 36° S the inertial peak in the frequency spectrum is the highest
compared to the spectral peak from other areas. Also, the peak is very narrow and it does not
show almost any frequency shift for either of the two depths.

Table 3.4: Area name and the geographical latitude of the center of the box from where the grid
point time series are taken to calculate frequency spectra.
Area
Latitude

area 1
14.34° N

area 2
22.65° N

area 3
36.14° S

area 4
17.98° N

area 5
24.22° S

3.5.4 Horizontal and vertical propagation of near-inertial waves
Coherence and phase of a variable at two positions can be used to describe a wave propagation
in space. For instance, if a wave propagates from position 1 to position 2, the vertical velocity
related to the wave at position 1 would be correlated to that at position 2 with a well dened
phase shift. In this case, a high coherence can be found at the wave frequency. From the
distance between the two positions and the phase dierence at the wave frequency, the phase
speed of the wave or at least the direction of the phase speed, can be estimated. In this section,
we make use of coherence and phase to see the distance over which two waves are correlated
and to study the possible wave propagation in horizontal and in vertical direction. Moreover,
the phase dierence indicates whether the motions are standing or propagating waves. If the
obtained motions represent standing waves, the phase between vertical velocities at two separated
grid points would be zero or 180°-out-of phase. On the other hand, if the motions represent
propagating waves, the phase between two grid points will be generally non-zero. We give a
detailed explanation of the used method in Appendix A.4.
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Horizontal propagation
In this section we study coherence and phase of pairs of horizontally separated grid points. Coherence and phase are calculated between pairs of grid points located along one longitude such that
one of the points x1 is always the same or xed, but the second point x2 moves southward. The
second point will therefore in each iteration have larger distance to the xed point x1 . We look
at waves propagating at the local inertial frequency f of point x1 by determining the coherence
and phase at the inertial frequency between the xed point x1 and point x2 (for x2 that is located
increasingly further south relative to x1 ). If the near-inertial waves are propagating motions, a
progressive change of the phase with x2 will occur.
We calculate the coherence and phase spectra between vertical velocities at pairs of grid points
(x1 , x2 ) at 500 m along a longitude in areas shown in Figure 3.14. Figure 3.18 and 3.19 show the
coherence and phase at local inertial frequency of grid point x2 as a function of the distance to
grid point x1 . Horizontal green lines represent the 90% condence level of zero coherency, which
is about 0.312. We calculate coherence and phase along one longitude where the wave structures
from Figure 3.14 are the strongest. This longitude changes between the areas. In Table 3.5 we
give an overview of the used longitudes for each area.

Table 3.5: Area name and geographical longitude from which the grid points x1 and x2 are taken
to calculate coherence and phase.
Area
Longitude (January)
Longitude (July)

area 1
162° E
154° E

area 2
152° W
154° W

area 3
105° W
94° W

area 4
60° W
58° W

area 5
8° W
18° W

The gures show that at local f of x2 , high coherence is present over a longer distance for
area 4 and area 5 in January, and area 3 and area 5 in July. Coherence is high when grid points
x1 and x2 are relatively close. It decreases as the grid point x2 moves southward, and at one
point it crosses the critical value dened by 90% condence level of zero coherency. Coherence
further decreases almost to zero but for some areas it starts to increase again. This increase
might indicate that waves at grid points x1 and a new point x2 have similar structure. We use
the point where the coherence rst time passes the critical value to dene a distance over which
waves reveal coherent structures. We shell address this distance as a coherence scale. This is the
scale over which waves have not been signicantly aected by processes, such as the dissipation
process implemented in the model. To have a better overview of a coherence scale for dierent
areas, we summarize our results in Table 3.6. The coherence scale is usually higher, about 110 to
240 km, for areas with strong wavy structures (these wavy structures can be seen in Figure 3.14)
spanning through all latitudes (e.g., area 2, area 4 and area 5 in January). Also, it is lower, about
30 km, for areas where this wavy structures are seen only in small localized regions (e.g., area 2
in July).
Phase indicates whether simulated motions are propagating or standing waves. Also, it shows
a propagation direction of near-inertial waves. From right panel of Figure 3.18 and 3.19 we can
conclude that our simulated near-inertial motions are propagating waves, since the phase between
two previously dened grid points x1 and x2 changes in respect to the distance between these two
grid points. To determine the direction of the wave propagation we consider the sign of the phase.
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Table 3.6: Area name and horizontal distance between two grid points x1 and x2 for which
coherence is still above critical value. The distance is calculated by multiplying number of grid
points after which the coherence crosses critical value dened by 90% condence level of zero
coherency and the approximate grid distance in meridional direction of 10 km.

500 m deep:

Area
area 1
area 2
area 3
area 4
area 5

Distance in January [km]
50
110
20
150
220

Distance in July [km]
90
30
240
60
220

Since in our calculation stationary point x1 is always north from the moving point x2 , negative
initial phase indicates that waves are propagating towards south. Contrary, positive initial phase
would indicate northward wave propagation. The right columns show that in area 1, area 2, and
area 4 near-inertial waves propagate towards south, while in area 3 and area 5 waves propagate
towards north. Looking at the position of our dened areas on a global domain we can conclude
that in all areas waves propagate towards the equator.

Vertical propagation
In this section we study coherence and phase of pairs of vertically separated grid points. We
calculate coherence and phase between pairs of grid points taken from the center of each area
in Figure 3.14 located along one vertical, such that one of the points x1 is placed at 12 m in
the ocean, but the second point x2 moves downward. This second point will therefore in each
calculation have larger distance from the xed point x1 . We look at waves propagating at the
local inertial frequency by determining coherence and phase between vertical velocities at these
two points at the inertial frequency as a function of the distance between x1 and x2 .
Coherence (Figure 3.20 and 3.21, left panel) is again relatively high for very close grid points.
In most of the cases (except for area 3 and area 5 in January and area 5 in July) it is strongly
damped after only several depths. This means that waves become uncorrelated after only several
depths compared to the waves at 12 m. We use the point where the coherence rst time passes
the critical point to dene a coherence scale in vertical direction. To have a better overview of the
coherence scale for dierent areas, we summarize our results in Table 3.7. The results suggest
that the vertical coherence scale is more than 50 m in all areas. Two exceptions can be seen
though. In area 3 in January and area 5 in January and July the coherence scale is about 500 to
800 m.
Based on previously dened criterion that the phase between grid points x1 and x2 has to
change in respect to the distance between these grid points, the phase diagrams depicted in right
panel of Figure 3.20 and 3.21 show that over the dened coherence scale, our simulated nearinertial motions propagate. The direction of the wave propagation can be estimated from initial
sign of the phase. In our calculation moving point x2 is always positioned at deeper level from the
stationary point x1 . Therefore, negative phase would indicate downward wave propagation and
positive phase would indicate upward wave propagation. From the phase we can see that waves
have upward propagation when the calculation is done for our chosen grid points.
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Figure 3.18: (Left panel:) Coherence between pairs of grid points (x1 and x2 , where x1 is always
xed point while x2 moves southward) located along one longitude (Table 3.5) calculated using
vertical velocity for each area in Figure 3.12a. Green line represents the critical value at 90%
condence level of zero coherency. (Right panel:) Phase between pairs of grid points located
along one longitude calculated using vertical velocity for the same areas. Coherence and phase
are estimated at local inertial frequency f of grid point x2 . Figures show the results obtained for
January at 500 m.
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Figure 3.19: (Left panel:) Coherence between pairs of grid points (x1 and x2 , where x1 is always
xed point while x2 moves southward) located along one longitude (Table 3.5) calculated using
vertical velocity for each area in Figure 3.13a. Green line represents the critical value at 90%
condence level of zero coherency. (Right panel:) Phase between pairs of grid points located
along one longitude calculated using vertical velocity for the same areas. Coherence and phase
are estimated at local inertial frequency f of grid point x2 . Figures show the results obtained for
July at 500 m.
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Figure 3.20: (Left panel:) Coherence between pairs of grid points (x1 and x2 , where x1 is always
xed point while x2 moves downward) located at the center of each area from Figure 3.12a. Green
line represents the critical value at 90% condence level of zero coherency. (Right panel:) Phase
between pairs of grid points at the center of each area. Coherence and phase are estimated at
local inertial frequency f of grid point x2 . Figures show the results obtained for January.
Propagation of near-inertial waves at frequencies higher than f
So far we could see that the coherence calculated at the inertial frequency of the moving point
x2 as a function of x1 yields a scale ranging from 20 to 240 km in horizontal and 50 to 826 m in
vertical direction. From the phase between two grid points, which are increasingly separated from
each other, we concluded that the simulated near-inertial motions are propagating waves. We
also estimated the direction of wave propagation (equatorward in horizontal, and from the deep
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Figure 3.21: (Left panel:) Coherence between pairs of grid points (x1 and x2 , where x1 is always
xed point while x2 moves downward) located at the center of each area from Figure 3.13a. Green
line represents the critical value at 90% condence level of zero coherency. (Right panel:) Phase
between pairs of grid points at the center of each area. Coherence and phase are estimated at
local inertial frequency f of grid point x2 . Figures show the results obtained for July.
ocean towards the ocean surface in vertical direction). Garrett (1999) dened frequency range
of near-inertial waves between the local inertial frequency f and 1+εf , where ε is a constant for
which we choose values of 0.1 and 1. We wish to repeat our calculation, but determining the
coherence and phase at 1.1f and 2f , with f being the local inertial frequency at x2 .
Figures 3.22 and 3.23 show the coherence (left panel) and phase (right panel) between pairs
of increasingly separated grid points for January and July, respectively, calculated for pairs of grid
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Table 3.7: Area name and vertical distance between two grid points x1 and x2 for which coherence
is still above critical value. The distance is calculated by summation of all depths that correspond
to grid points after which the coherence crosses critical value dened by 90% condence level of
zero coherency.

at the center:

Area
area 1
area 2
area 3
area 4
area 5

Distance in January [m]
82
148
826
50
408

Distance in July [m]
82
107
60
60
492

points separated along one longitude as previously discussed. We use the longitudes noted in Table
3.5. Here, we look at waves propagating at near-inertial frequency by determining coherence and
phase at frequency 1.1f of the moving point x2 as a function of xed point x1 . In parallel, we look
at Figures 3.24 and 3.25 that show coherence (left panel) and phase (right panel) for January and
July, respectively, but calculated at frequency 2f of the moving point x2 as a function of xed point
x1 . Estimates obtained at 1.1f for both coherence and phase show similarities with the estimates
obtained at f . One exception is evident though. The coherence scale (Table 3.8), dened by the
point where the coherence rst time passes the critical value represented by 90% condence level
of zero coherency, is higher in almost all cases except for area 5 (for January) where it becomes
lower compared to the coherence scale estimated at f . Phase spectra calculated at 1.1f show
similar behavior to one calculated at f , with the wave orientation towards the equator seen for
all areas where the calculation is performed. Estimates obtained at 2f show dierences not only
in a coherence scale but also in the phase. Coherence scale, i.e., the distance at which waves are
still correlated, is again higher than when the estimate is done at f (exception is area 5 where
the coherence scale is lower). On the other hand, the phase show more rapid change of phase,
meaning that waves at higher frequencies will have shorter wave lengths.
Figures 3.26 and 3.27 show the coherence (left panel) and phase (right panel) for January
and July, respectively, calculated for pairs of grid points vertically separated along the central
point of each area from Figure 3.12a, as previously discussed. We look at waves propagating
at near-inertial frequency by determining coherence and phase at frequency 1.1f of the moving
point x2 as a function of xed point x1 . In parallel, we look at Figures 3.28 and 3.29 that show
coherence (left panel) and phase (right panel) for January and July, respectively, but calculated at
frequency 2f of the xed point x1 as a function of moving point x2 . Estimates obtained at 1.1f
for both coherence and phase show similarities with the estimates obtained at f . One exception
is evident though. The coherence scale (Table 3.8) is higher in all cases. Phase calculated at
1.1f show similar behavior to ones calculated at f , with the wave orientation from the deep ocean
towards its surface. Estimates obtained at 2f show dierences not only in a coherence scale but
also in the phase compared to calculations performed at f . Coherence scale is again higher. On
the other hand, in most cases (except for area 5 in January, and area 3, area 4 and area 5 in July)
the phase has initial shift up to about 200 to 400 m after which is almost constant with depth.
This suggests that in the ocean interior near-inertial motions might be standing waves, but since
coherence is no longer signicant there, we can not make a correct estimate whether the motions
are propagating or standing waves even though the phase indicates that they are standing waves.
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Figure 3.22: (Left panel:) Coherence between pairs of grid points (x1 and x2 , where x1 is always
xed point while x2 moves southward) located along one longitude (Table 3.5) calculated using
vertical velocity for each area in Figure 3.12a. Green line represents the critical value at 90%
condence level of zero coherency. (Right panel:) Phase between pairs of grid points located
along one longitude calculated using vertical velocity for the same areas. Coherence and phase
are estimated near the inertial frequency 1.1f of grid point x2 . Figures show the results obtained
for January at 500 m.
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Figure 3.23: (Left panel:) Coherence between pairs of grid points (x1 and x2 , where x1 is always
xed point while x2 moves southward) located along one longitude (Table 3.5) calculated using
vertical velocity for each area in Figure 3.13a. Green line represents the critical value at 90%
condence level of zero coherency. (Right panel:) Phase between pairs of grid points located
along one longitude calculated using vertical velocity for the same areas. Coherence and phase
are estimated near the inertial frequency 1.1f of grid point x2 . Figures show the results obtained
for July at 500 m.
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Figure 3.24: (Left panel:) Coherence between pairs of grid points (x1 and x2 , where x1 is always
xed point while x2 moves southward) located along one longitude (Table 3.5) calculated using
vertical velocity for each area in Figure 3.12a. Green line represents the critical value at 90%
condence level of zero coherency. (Right panel:) Phase between pairs of grid points located
along one longitude calculated using vertical velocity for the same areas. Coherence and phase
are estimated at double inertial frequency 2f of grid point x2 . Figures show the results obtained
for January at 500 m.
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Figure 3.25: (Left panel:) Coherence between pairs of grid points (x1 and x2 , where x1 is always
xed point while x2 moves southward) located along one longitude (Table 3.5) calculated using
vertical velocity for each area in Figure 3.13a. Green line represents the critical value at 90%
condence level of zero coherency. (Right panel:) Phase between pairs of grid points located
along one longitude calculated using vertical velocity for the same areas. Coherence and phase
are estimated at double inertial frequency 2f of grid point x2 . Figures show the results obtained
for July at 500 m.
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Figure 3.26: (Left panel:) Coherence between pairs of grid points (x1 and x2 , where x1 is always
xed point while x2 moves downward) located at the center of each area from Figure 3.12a. Green
line represents the critical value at 90% condence level of zero coherency. (Right panel:) Phase
between pairs of grid points at the center of each area. Coherence and phase are estimated at
frequency 1.1f of grid point x2 . Figures show the results obtained for January.

3.5.5 Conclusions
In this subchapter we address the characteristic scales of near-inertial waves. The emphasis is
on studying the near-inertial frequency band using vertical velocity simulated by a global ocean
general circulation model at 1/10° horizontal resolution and with 80 vertical levels. Wavelength,
inertial peak (its maximum and broadness), and coherence and phase for horizontally and vertically
separated points are analyzed to study the variability and propagation of near-inertial waves.
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Figure 3.27: (Left panel:) Coherence between pairs of grid points (x1 and x2 , where x1 is always
xed point while x2 moves downward) located at the center of each area from Figure 3.13a. Green
line represents the critical value at 90% condence level of zero coherency. (Right panel:) Phase
between pairs of grid points at the center of each area. Coherence and phase are estimated at
frequency 1.1f of grid point x2 . Figures show the results obtained for July.
Length and time scales of near-inertial waves are analyzed at two depths in the upper ocean, at
100 and 500 m, and for dierent areas highlighted in red in Figure 3.12a (for a closer look of the
areas we refer the reader to Figure 3.14).
First, we address horizontal length scales of near-inertial waves. There is no clearly dened
wavelength, and only the spectral peak for area 1 and area 2 in January has a clear maximum.
Wavelengths become clearer when the spectra of zonal and meridional wavenumbers are con-
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Figure 3.28: (Left panel:) Coherence between pairs of grid points (x1 and x2 , where x1 is always
xed point while x2 moves downward) located at the center of each area from Figure 3.12a. Green
line represents the critical value at 90% condence level of zero coherency. (Right panel:) Phase
between pairs of grid points at the center of each area. Coherence and phase are estimated at
double inertial frequency 2f of grid point x2 . Figures show the results obtained for January.
sidered separately. Based on clearly dened spectral peak (and maximum) only for meridional
wavenumbers, we conclude that near-inertial waves move for all areas mainly in the meridional
direction. We nd that there is a marked anisotrophy between zonal (east-west) and meridional
(north-south) wavenumber spectra (Figure 3.15 and 3.16).
Second, in this section we further quantify time scales of near-inertial waves. In other words,
we examine spectral peak, mainly its maximum and broadness, around the local inertial frequency
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Figure 3.29: (Left panel:) Coherence between pairs of grid points (x1 and x2 , where x1 is always
xed point while x2 moves downward) located at the center of each area from Figure 3.13a. Green
line represents the critical value at 90% condence level of zero coherency. (Right panel:) Phase
between pairs of grid points at the center of each area. Coherence and phase are estimated at
double inertial frequency 2f of grid point x2 . Figures show the results obtained for July.
f and around the double frequency 2f by calculating frequency spectrum of vertical velocity at
100 and 500 m. Spectral peaks show strong maximum around f and weaker maximum around 2f

(except for area 4 in January and area 2 at 100 m in July). This suggests that for our selected
regions, near-inertial waves are dominant waves at frequencies ranging from about 0.9f to 2.1f .
Spectral shape between f and 2f diers between all areas and a universal shape is not evident.
Spectra calculated for area 1 and area 2 (centered around 14.34° N and 17.98° N) have broader
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Table 3.8: Area name and horizontal and vertical distance between two grid points x1 and x2 for
which coherence is still above critical value. The horizontal distance is calculated by multiplying
number of grid points after which the coherence crosses critical value dened by 90% condence
level of zero coherency and the approximate grid distance in meridional direction of 10 km. The
vertical distance s calculated by summation of all depths that correspond to grid points after which
the coherence crosses critical value dened by 90% condence level of zero coherency. Horizontal
distance is given in [km] while vertical in [m].

horizontal:

Area
area 1
area 2
area 3
area 4
area 5

horizontal:

area
area
area
area
area

1
2
3
4
5

vertical:

area
area
area
area
area

1
2
3
4
5

vertical:

area
area
area
area
area

1
2
3
4
5

Distance in January at 1.1f [km]
280
110
30
710
50
Distance in January at 2f [km]
250
50
30
600
40
Distance in January at 1.1f [m]
71
107
215
30
212
Distance in January at 2f [m]
195
120
782
2520
249

Distance in July at 1.1f [km]
90
80
440
120
320
Distance in July at 2f [km]
200
100
220
160
40
Distance in July at 1.1f [m]
94
60
50
50
28
Distance in July at 2f [m]
82
30
3052
20
195

peak with slightly notable maximum compared to maxima when the calculation is done for other
areas. Also, maxima do not occur at f but at higher frequencies, and the shift of the maxima
is more pronounced for calculation at 500 than at 100 m. Spectral peaks become narrower and
maxima at f become higher as areas used for calculation are further from the equator. At the
same time, frequency shift becomes less pronounced. This suggests that spectra calculated for
areas closer to the equator and at higher depth are more inuenced by waves propagating from
higher latitudes.
Finally, we address coherence and phase of a variable at two positions, x1 and x2 , to describe
correlation between waves at two points and their propagation in space. Coherence and phase are
calculated for pairs of meridionally or vertically separated grid points such that one of the points,
x1 , is always xed while the other, x2 , moves southward in meridional or to greater depth in vertical
direction. We look at waves propagating at several frequencies (the local inertial frequency f , the
double inertial frequency 2f , and at 1.1f of the moving point x2 ). Coherence and phase calculated
at f between horizontally separated grid points show correlation scale of about 110 to 240 km for
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areas with strong wavy structures spanning through all latitudes (e.g., area 2 area 4 and area 5 in
January, and area 3 and area 5 in July.) For other areas, namely area 3 in January and area 2 in
July, coherence scale is about 20 to 30 km. There, wave structures are not so clearly dened, and
a closer look at Figure 3.14 reveals small spatial structures with rapidly changing signs that might
have an inuence on the wave correlation. Phase calculated at f indicates that our simulated nearinertial motions are waves that propagate equatorward. Coherence and phase calculated at 1.1f
and 2f between two horizontally separated points show similarities with the coherence and phase
calculated at f . Two dierences are evident. First, coherence scale increases for all areas except
for area 5 where it decreases, and second, phase shows more rapid phase change when calculated
at 2f indicating that waves at higher frequencies have shorter wavelength. Coherence calculated
at f between two vertically separated points yield coherence scale of more than 60 m for all areas,
with extreme values of 500 to 800 m in area 3 in January and area 5 in July. Phase calculated at f
indicates that near-inertial motions are propagating waves with an upward direction, meaning that
waves are propagating from the ocean interior towards its surface. Coherence and phase between
both horizontally and vertically separated points calculated at 1.1f and 2f show similarities with
the coherence and phase calculated at f . Two dierences are evident though. First, coherence
scale calculated at 1.1f and 2f is somewhat higher or the same order of magnitude for all areas
except area 5 where it becomes lower. Second, phase calculated at 2f suggest that simulated
near-inertial motions might be standing waves in area 1, area 2 and area 4 in January, and area 1
and area 2 in July. On the other hand, since coherence in the deep ocean is no longer signicant
under 90% condence level of zero coherency test, we can not make a correct estimate whether
the motions are propagating or standing waves even though the phase indicates that they are
standing waves.
Our estimates of coherence and phase can be connected to previous analyses of near-inertial
energy ux in horizontal as well as in vertical direction. Here we look at a group velocity of
near-inertial waves, which is directed in the direction of near-inertial wave energy ux, compared
to phase velocity of these waves. In general, in horizontal direction a group velocity is oriented in
the direction as the phase velocity (Olbers et al., 2012). This would indicate that equatorward
near-inertial wave propagation implies equatorward near-inertial energy propagation. In contrast
to horizontal propagation, in vertical direction a group velocity is oriented in opposite direction
compared to phase velocity (Olbers et al., 2012). This indicates that upward wave propagation
leads to downward energy propagation. This conclusion is consistent with the one obtained in
Chapter 3.4.

4

Inuence of the mesoscale eddies on near-inertial
motions
To evaluate the possible inuence of mesoscale eddies on wind-induced near-inertial waves in
the ocean, we compare experiments performed with the Max Planck Institute Ocean Model
(MPIOM) at two dierent resolutions: one at 1/10° resolution, an experiment in which a signicant bulk of mesoscale eddies is simulated, and the other at 0.4° resolution, an experiment
which hardly resolves eddies. The model is forced by National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis data (approximately 1.875° horizontal and 6-hourly temporal
resolution). Given the length scales of the near-inertial waves of about 200 to 500 km, we
expect that the long near-inertial waves simulated by the 1/10° model are, by and large, simulated by the 0.4° model, so that a comparison can indicate the inuence of eddies on the
simulated waves. Despite the dierences in horizontal resolution used in the experiments, the
spatial distributions of the near-inertial kinetic energy near the ocean surface and the total
wind power input to near-inertial motions at the surface show similarities likely related to the
large scale patterns of wind stress variability connected to mid-latitude storms. A change from
the 0.4° experiment that hardly resolves eddies to the 1/10° experiment with strong eddy activity results in a threefold increase in the near-inertial kinetic energy in the ocean interior.
Vertical transects reveal high levels of near-inertial kinetic energy leaking into the deep ocean
in the experiment with eddies. The strong sensitivity of the near-inertial kinetic energy to
the presence of mesoscale eddies points to a possibility that the presence of mesoscale eddies
plays a crucial role for vertical penetration of near-inertial waves.

4.1 Introduction
Near-inertial waves are believed to be an important source for mixing in the interior of the ocean
(Munk and Wunsch, 1998, Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004). They are mostly forced by intermittent
atmospheric storms that have scales of the order of 1000 km. However, since Weller (1982), it
has been reported that the presence of mesoscale eddies can inuence and distort near-inertial
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wave structure and decrease the length scale of near-inertial waves down to values smaller than
100 km (Klein et al., 2004b, Danioux et al., 2011). Observational estimates (e.g., Alford et al.,
2012) as well as model studies (e.g., Zhai et al., 2005) show that there is a remarkable coincidence
between regions with strong mesoscale variability (storm track regions) in both the atmosphere
and in the ocean (Zhai et al., 2005). In Figure 2.13 and 2.11b we showed a spatial distribution of
the wind-power input to surface near-inertial motions and a spatial distribution of the near-inertial
kinetic energy at the rst model level, respectively. The gures indicate that regions with a strong
wind-power input to the ocean at near-inertial frequencies are also the regions with strong eddy
activity. The question that arises is whether and how presence of the eddies inuences propagation
of near-inertial waves.
Energy of the near-inertial waves in the ocean is redistributed by the β -dispersion eect (Anderson and Gill, 1979) where near-inertial waves are free to propagate equatorward, but are restricted
in their poleward propagation. In the vertical direction, the relative vorticity can inuence the nearinertial energy propagation (see Figure 3.5) and the decay of the near-inertial energy in the mixed
layer. Zhai et al. (2005, 2007) showed that near-inertial energy can be trapped in regions of
anticyclonic relative vorticity where the important role is played by anticyclonic eddies for draining
near-inertial energy from the surface to the deep ocean through the "internal chimney" eect.
Previous studies thus indicate the important role played by mesoscale eddies on the distribution
of the near-inertial kinetic energy, but so far limited attempts have been made to quantify the
essential dierences between the results of the near-inertial waves simulated with ocean models
at high horizontal resolutions (e.g., 1/10°, in which signicant bulk of eddies is resolved) and at
low or medium horizontal resolutions (e.g., 0.4°, in which eddies are only parametrized).
In Section 3.4 we showed the inuence of the model resolution on the wind-power input to
near-inertial motions at the ocean surface. In our analysis, wind-power input to near-inertial
motions in the 1/10° model is 0.34 TW, which is slightly lower than 0.37 TW in the 0.4° model.
This results suggest that the higher resolution of the ocean model does not signicantly change
the wind-power input. On the other hand, Zhai et al. (2005) studied the change of the vertical
propagation of storm-induced near-inertial energy with a simplied eddying ocean channel model.
To make a dierence between the ocean model with eddies and without eddies, they applied the
storm forcing to the zonal wind stress (ocean inuenced by eddies) or they applied the storm
forcing at the resting ocean (ocean without the inuence of eddies). They showed that the
leakage of near-inertial energy out of the surface layer is strongly enhanced by the presence of
eddies, with the anticyclonic eddies acting as a conduit to the deep ocean.
The previous studies thus indicate the importance of mesoscale eddies in near-inertial energy propagation particularly in the vertical direction such that they inuence pathways by which
near-inertial energy enters the ocean and is ultimately available for deep-ocean mixing. However,
the direct comparison between the near-inertial energy obtained from two dierent model resolutions but forced under the same physical conditions has not been made so far. The ocean
model used in this chapter is the Max Planck Institute Ocean Model (MPIOM; Marsland et al.,
2003). The experiments are performed with model congured at 1/10° (experiment with eddies)
and 0.4° (experiment without eddies) horizontal resolution (von Storch et al., 2012, Jungclaus
et al., 2013). The model is forced by the surface uxes of heat, fresh water and momentum
from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996)
at approximately 1.875° horizontal and 6-hourly temporal resolution. In this chapter we address
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the following questions: How is the vertical velocity spectra represented in two dierent model
set-ups? How does the presence of mesoscale eddies inuence the near-inertial kinetic energy in
the ocean?

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Impact of a model resolution on the velocity spectra at dierent levels in
the ocean
The frequency spectra at three dierent depths are calculated from the simulated vertical velocity
of the experiment with eddies (with 1/10° model) and without eddies (with 0.4° model). We
compute the spectra for several neighboring grid points taken from the center of area 3 introduced
in Section 3.5.2, and the result is presented as their mean value. The resulting spectra are depicted
in Figure 4.1 for January (top) and for July (bottom). Thick lines represent the spectra from
the experiment with eddies and thin lines represent the experiment without eddies. We show the
spectra calculated at 100 m (black line), 500 m (blue line) and 1700 m (red line). The green
dashed lines represent the local inertial frequency f , the double inertial frequency 2f and the
triple inertial frequency 3f . Frequency spectra have similar shape around f . The energy starts
to increase at frequencies slightly below f and it shows the conspicuous inertial maximum in the
vicinity of f . The energy then decreases in the frequency domain of the internal waves (frequencies
higher than f ).
In general, spectra at two dierent model resolutions, with eddies and without eddies, show
similar shapes for all depths. Some dierences are evident though. First, energy levels centered
around f for spectra in the experiment without eddies are more than 95% smaller when calculated
for January (energy at 100 m for experiment with eddies is 7.96·10−8 m2 /s2 /h while for the
experiment without eddies is 0.29·10−8 m2 /s2 /h) and 88% smaller when calculated for July
(energy at 100 m for experiment with eddies is 4.3·10−7 m2 /s2 /h while for the experiment without
eddies is 0.51·10−7 m2 /s2 /h) compared to energy levels calculated in the experiment with eddies.
Second, the depth dependence of spectral peaks in experiment with eddies is dierent from the
experiment without eddies. Energy at f decreases with depth for the experiment without eddies,
while it is almost constant for the experiment with eddies. Furthermore, the peak at 2f in
experiment with eddies strengthens with increasing depth. Third, spectral peaks at frequencies of
multiple f are much more pronounced in the experiment with eddies than without eddies. Finally,
there is a shift of spectral peak at f towards higher frequencies in the experiment with eddies.
Such a shift is also notable for the peaks at 2f . This spectral shift is obvious for the experiment
with eddies at all depths. As stated in previous chapter (see Section 3.5.3) local inertial frequency
can be shifted to higher values due to interaction of locally generated waves with mesoscale ows
or due to interaction with waves propagating from higher latitudes. Here, the results indicate that
mesoscale ows inuence frequency spectra in the experiment with eddies.

4.2.2 Near-inertial kinetic energy at the surface and in the interior of the ocean
Near-inertial kinetic energy is estimated as the variance of the anticyclonically rotating velocity
vector at frequencies ω dened as: 0.7f < ω < 1.3f , where f denotes the local inertial frequency.
We choose this frequency range to be consistent with the analysis of the previous two chapters.
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Figure 4.1: Frequency spectra calculated using vertical velocities for area 3 depicted in Figure
3.12a at depths of 100 m (black), 500 m (blue) and 1700 m (red) for January (top) and July
(bottom). Thick lines represent spectra calculated using vertical velocity from 1/10° model (with
eddies) and thin lines represent the velocity from 0.4° model (without eddies). Green line depicts
the local inertial frequency f , the double inertial frequency 2f and the triple inertial frequency 3f .
The calculations are done for January and July 2005 separately, and their mean value at 6 m is
presented in Figure 4.2 and at 100 m in Figure 4.3.
Near-inertial kinetic energy at 6 m for the experiment without and with eddies (Figure 4.2a
and 4.2b respectively) shows a pronounced maximum around 30°-50° in the mid-latitude storm
track regions, consistent with Rimac et al. (2013, references therein; see Chapter 2). At 100 m
(Figure 4.3a and 4.3b) the spatial distribution of the near-inertial kinetic energy is dierent, with
a pronounced maximum in the mid-latitude storm track regions seen only in the experiment with
eddies. Furthermore, the spatial structure is similar in both model resolutions but the experiment
with eddies reveals small scale structures which are not seen in the experiment without eddies
where the spatial structure is smooth. Zonal mean of the near-inertial kinetic energy calculated
at 6 m (Figure 4.2c and 4.2d) show a pronounced maximum around 30°-40° N and 30°-50° S for
experiment with eddies and experiment without eddies, but the highest value is found at 30° N.
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Figure 4.2: Spatial distribution of the near-inertial kinetic energy calculated from the bandpassltered model velocities taken from the experiment (a) without eddies and (b) with eddies. Zonal
mean of the near-inertial kinetic energy taken from the experiment (c) without eddies and (d) with
eddies. Energy is calculated as a mean value between January and July 2005 and it is presented
at 6 m depth in [m2 /s2 ].
The maxima in both hemispheres are higher for the experiment with eddies. For zonal mean at
100 m (Figure 4.3c and 4.3d), the experiment with eddies shows much larger maxima around
20°-40° N and at 30° S than the experiment without eddies does.
Near-inertial kinetic energy increases when using an ocean model at higher horizontal resolution especially in the deeper ocean. The globally averaged near-inertial kinetic energy at 6 m is
5.6·10−3 m2 /s2 in the experiment without eddies and it is 6.4·10−3 m2 /s2 in the experiment with
eddies. At 100 m, the globally averaged value increases from 0.1·10−3 m2 /s2 to 0.4·10−3 m2 /s2
with the increasing model resolution.
In Figure 4.3 it is shown that in the presence of mesoscale eddies near-inertial kinetic energy reveals small-scale patchy structures. To illustrate this feature more closely, we present the spatial
distribution of the near-inertial kinetic energy for both experiments for a small region in the North
Atlantic (Figure 4.4). Spatial distribution of the near-inertial kinetic energy has a maximum over
the Grand Banks of Newfoundland for both experiments. By contrast to the experiment without
eddies where this maximum is given by a smooth structure (Figure 4.4a), in the experiment with
eddies much smaller spatial scales can be seen (Figure 4.4b), reecting the mesoscale eddy eld.
Klein et al. (2004b) argued that the inuence of mesoscale eddies can regulate the spatial dis-
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Figure 4.3: Spatial distribution of the near-inertial kinetic energy calculated from the bandpassltered model velocities taken from the experiment (a) without eddies and (b) with eddies. Zonal
mean of the near-inertial kinetic energy taken from the experiment (c) without eddies and (d) with
eddies. Energy is calculated as a mean value between January and July 2005 and it is presented
at 100 m depth in [10−3 m2 /s2 ].
tribution of the near-inertial kinetic energy by lowering its spatial scales compared to the spatial
scales of the wind forcing. Vertical transects (Figure 4.4c and 4.4d) reveal a similar picture for
both experiments characterized by a relatively high levels of near-inertial kinetic energy in the
upper 40 m. Deeper inside signicant near-inertial kinetic energy is conned in "chimneys" in the
experiment with eddies reecting the pattern of the eddy eld. These patterns are not seen in the
experiment without eddies where we can see much weaker and more diuse downward spreading
of the near-inertial kinetic energy. Therefore, the vertical transects indicate a much more ecient
transfer of the near-inertial kinetic energy to a greater depth when there are eddies than when
there are no eddies.
From the vertical cross-section of near-inertial kinetic energy we could see that in general
energy decreases with depth, but there are also high levels of near-inertial kinetic energy in the
rst 50-200 m in the ocean. To further address the question of how the near-inertial kinetic
energy changes with depth, we look at the specic regions in the ocean dened by distinctly
dierent mixed layer depth (e.g., see Figure 3.3a). Figure 4.5 illustrates the vertical proles of
near-inertial kinetic energy averaged over the areas highlighted in Figure 3.3a for January (and in
Figure 3.4a for July). Solid lines represent the experiment with eddies while dashed lines represent
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Figure 4.4: Spatial distribution of near-inertial kinetic energy calculated from bandpass ltered
model velocities at 6 m depth for the experiment (a) without eddies and (b) with eddies. Vertical
cross-section of the near-inertial kinetic energy along 59° W for the experiment (c) without eddies
and (d) with eddies.
the experiment without eddies. Energy in general decreases with depth but an increase in the
interior with a secondary maxima, marked with black dots, is seen for some areas. The secondary
maxima are present in both experiments, but the energy level is lower for the experiment without
eddies. In all areas, near-inertial kinetic energy is lower for the experiment without eddies and the
reduction with depth is faster. In the upper ocean (above 50 m) energy decrease is similar for
both experiments, with almost parallel vertical proles. Deeper in the ocean this decrease is much
more pronounced for the experiment without eddies and the vertical proles of two experiments
are no longer parallel.

4.3 Conclusions
In this chapter we address the inuence of the model resolution on the simulated near-inertial
kinetic energy in the ocean. More precisely, we investigate the dierence in the near-inertial
kinetic energy and vertical velocity spectrum by performing experiment with a global ocean general
circulation model at 1/10° horizontal resolution (experiment with eddies) and at 0.4° horizontal
resolution (experiment without eddies). In both experiments the model is driven by the same
surface uxes of heat, fresh water and momentum obtained from the NCEP reanalysis, and the
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Figure 4.5: Vertical proles of near-inertial kinetic energy averaged over the areas highlighted in
Figure 3.3a. Energy is calculated from the bandpass-ltered model velocities for the areas in (a)
the Northern Hemisphere and in (b) the Southern Hemisphere for January, and in (c) the Northern
Hemisphere and in (d) the Southern Hemisphere for July. Solid lines represent the experiment
with eddies and dashed lines without eddies. Black dots mark the presence of secondary energy
maxima in the ocean interior.
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only dierence between two experiments is the horizontal resolution of the used model. Vertical
velocity spectra, calculated for several depths in the interior of the ocean, show that energy in the
experiment without eddies is up to 96% lower compared to the experiment with eddies (Figure
4.1). The energy maximum at the local inertial frequency decreases with depth in the experiment
without eddies while it is almost constant or slightly enhanced with depth in the experiment with
eddies. Also, the spectral peaks are shifted from the local inertial frequency to higher frequencies.
This shift is hardly visible in the experiment without eddies where the peaks are centered at f .
Although the frequency shift can be caused by the interaction between locally generated waves and
waves propagating from higher latitudes, the presence of mesoscale eddies amplies the frequency
shift. The near-inertial kinetic energy in the ocean surface layer is similar for both experiments.
At greater depth the energy increases with increasing horizontal resolution of the used model
(Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). Its area-averaged value is also similar at the ocean surface while at
100 m it is almost three times higher in experiment with eddies compared to experiment without
eddies. Horizontal distribution from a small region in the North Atlantic (Figure 4.4) suggests
that near-inertial kinetic energy in the presence of mesoscale eddies shows small spatial structures
with rapidly varying amplitude. In the experiment without eddies the energy distribution is much
smoother. Vertical transects show no signicant near-inertial kinetic energy below 100 m in the
experiment without eddies, while in the experiment with eddies, energy is conned in vertical
"chimneys".
To conclude, our model results suggest that the vertical propagation of near-inertial energy is
somewhat enhanced in the presence of mesoscale eddies. There is an important role played by
eddies (with anticyclonic orientation, see Section 3.3), which drain near-inertial energy to the deep
ocean through the "inertial chimney" eect. The "inertial chimney" eect could be an important
way to generate mixing in the ocean interior, since they can drain the near-inertial energy more
locally instead of transferring it to lower latitudes (Zhai et al., 2005, 2007). It should also be
noted that the weak near-inertial kinetic energy, in particular in the deep ocean can also be related
to the fact that the 1/10° model provides a better simulation of waves, including their propagating
properties. Additional experiments are needed to further separate the role of eddies and the eect
of resolution.
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5

Summary and perspectives
5.1 Summary of most relevant ndings
In this thesis we investigate wind-induced near-inertial waves and their inuence on the energetics of the ocean. This is a relevant subject as the ocean general circulation appears to be a
mechanically driven phenomenon. The energy source needed to drive the Meridional Overturning
Circulation (MOC) and induce deep-ocean mixing is mainly supplied by the wind stress uctuations
and deep tides. The tidal mixing component can account for approximately half of the required
power, whereas the wind provides the remainder. One important way for winds to provide energy,
is to generate near-inertial waves. In this thesis we make use of the Max Planck Institute Ocean
Model (MPIOM) at a medium (0.4°) and a high horizontal (1/10°) resolution. Model is forced by
two dierent wind stress products, the rst obtained from the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction/National Centers for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis at a low spatial
and temporal resolution (approximately 1.875°, 6-hourly), and the second from the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) at a high spatial and temporal resolution (approximately 0.35°,
1-hourly). By studying near-inertial waves using an OGCM at a medium-resolution forced by
wind stress eld at a high-resolution, we believe that we acquire a better quantication of the
energy from the winds at the surface of the ocean than previous researchers did who based their
studies on slab ocean models. Using a high-resolution model we make the contribution to better
understanding of the energy distribution in the ocean interior and its dissipation in the oceanic
mixed layer. By studying vertical structure of near-inertial kinetic energy we are able to show that
the energy is not only generated at the ocean surface but also in its interior. By analyzing spatial
and temporal characteristics of near-inertial waves we can make the conclusions of the general
properties of these waves on the global domain. When comparing simulations at two dierent
resolutions, we can perform direct analysis of the inuence of mesoscale eddies on the near-inertial
kinetic energy in the ocean.
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The inuence of the resolution of wind stress forcing on the power input to near-inertial
motions in the ocean (Chapter 2)
Using MPIOM at a medium horizontal resolution and driven by the same uxes of heat and fresh
water but with dierent wind stress at a high- and low-resolution in space and time, we address
the inuence of wind stress forcing on the generation of near-inertial motions in the ocean. For
this analysis we use 1-hourly model output for year 2005. We nd that:
 The near-inertial kinetic energy increases with increasing resolution in the wind stress forcing.
Its area-averaged value is three times higher (up to a factor four in the storm track regions)
in experiment CFSR (forced by high-resolution wind stress) compared to experiment NCEP
(forced by low-resolution wind stress).
 The wind-power input to surface near-inertial motions is 1.1 TW in the experiment CFSR,
while only 0.3 TW in the experiment NCEP.
 Time and space ltering of the CFSR wind stress elds yield less near-inertial kinetic energy,
but the stronger reduction comes from time ltering. This suggests that the high-frequency
temporal variations in the wind stress eld are more ecient in generating near-inertial wave
energy than small-scale spatial variations in the wind stress eld.
The impact of resolution of the wind stress eld has so far been studied using slab ocean
models forced by realistic wind stress products (namely NCEP wind stress). Klein et al. (2004a)
pointed out that the near-inertial energy integrated over a water column decreases by 20% when
wind stress elds are changed from 3- to 6-hourly mean values. They stressed the importance
of the temporal resolution of the wind stress eld. On the other hand, Jiang et al. (2005)
stressed the importance of the spatial resolution. They found an increase in the kinetic energy
ux with increasing horizontal resolution. In Chapter 2, we analyze the relative role of the temporal
and spatial resolution using an OGCM. We attribute increased wind-power input to near-inertial
motions to the better temporal resolution of the CFSR winds compared to NCEP winds. Our
results show that there is a strong sensitivity of the kinetic energy and the wind-power input to
the resolution of the used wind forcing. This points to a possible underestimation of the wind
generated energy available for deep-ocean mixing in previous studies based on wind data with low
horizontal and temporal resolutions.

General properties of near-inertial waves simulated using a 1/10° ocean model (Chapter 3)
The second set of research questions is addressed in Chapter 3. Since near-inertial waves are
better simulated using a model at higher resolution we use 1/10° ocean model. The model is
driven by the NCEP wind stress eld at a low horizontal and temporal resolution. For the analysis
we use 1-hourly model output from January and July 2005.
First, we investigate the vertical structure of near-inertial kinetic energy in the ocean and
the energy change with depth. Here, we also include a realistic spatial distribution of the mixed
layer depth calculated from spatially and temporally varying temperature and salinity elds using
sigma-t density criterion dened by Levitus (1982). We nd that:
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 The vertical structure of near-inertial kinetic energy shows high energy levels in the ocean
surface layer for both months, but this surface intensication is stronger in the winter
hemisphere than in the summer hemisphere. This indicates that the near-inertial kinetic
energy has a seasonal cycle with a maximum energy in winter that is mostly pronounced in
the upper 200 m. The surface intensication suggests that near-inertial waves are primarily
forced at the ocean surface by the passage of the winter storms.
 In the equatorial regions, strong near-inertial kinetic energy is present throughout the water
column. This indicates that next to locally generated waves there is an additional source of
energy which might be waves propagating from higher latitudes, or other mechanisms such
as tropical instability waves.
 Vertical proles show that the energy is drained into the deep ocean and high energy levels
are conned in "internal chimneys".
 The area averaged near-inertial kinetic energy shows that the energy decreases with depth.
In winter hemisphere there is a small maximum seen at the base of the mixed layer. This
maximum is also seen in summer hemisphere but well below the base of the mixed layer.
Higher near-inertial kinetic energy at the base of the mixed layer suggests the possible existence
of additional source of energy in the ocean interior. One basic mechanism that might inuence
the energy at the base of the mixed layer is the Ekman transport where strong surface ows cause
net convergence and downwelling of the ocean ows.
Second, we study the fraction of the total wind-induced near-inertial energy ux leaving the
mixed layer using a 1/10° ocean model and a spatially and temporally varying mixed layer. We
nd that:
 Of 0.34 TW of the mean wind-power input to surface near-inertial motions in two months,
the mean near-inertial energy leaving the mixed layer amounts to 0.037 TW. This results in
a mean fraction of 10.8% while the remainder of the energy is dissipated in the mixed layer.
 The fraction tends to decrease with increasing depth of the mixed layer and with increasing
variability of the wind stress, indicating the strong control of the turbulent dissipation over
the fraction inside the mixed layer.
It is important to study the energy ux leaving the mixed layer using a realistic spatial structure
of the mixed layer depth, and not only the energy ux at a constant depth in the ocean, because
the mixed layer depth signies the depth waves need to pass before being able to freely propagate
into the deep ocean. We further quantify the role of wind stress variability and its inuence on
the fraction of the total near-inertial energy ux leaving the mixed layer, since the wind stress
variability can, on one hand, lead to mixing of the momentum and therefore the dissipation of
near-inertial waves within the mixed layer, and on the other hand, it can strengthen the wind-power
input to near-inertial waves. Our results suggest a possible overestimation of the wind-power input
to near-inertial waves in the ocean interior and the need of other energy sources for deep-ocean
mixing or dierent energy pathways for wind-power input to deep ocean.
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In the end, characteristic scales of near-inertial waves are addressed on a global domain and
at several oceanic levels using vertical velocity simulations from a high-resolution ocean model.
Wavenumber and frequency spectra, coherence and spectral phase are used to analyze the variability, horizontal scale, and horizontal and vertical propagation of near-inertial waves. For the
calculation we use the areas where vertical velocity has high variability, where it shows dominant
zonal wave structures and it is not inuenced by the mesoscale eddies. We nd:
 The horizontal length scale of near-inertial waves is in a range of approximately 200-500 km.
The energy is in general higher in the winter hemisphere, indicating a strong inuence from
the winds on the wavenumber spectra. Spectra integrated over all zonal or meridional
wavenumbers indicate the dominance of meridional wavenumbers.
 Frequency spectra show a distinct energy maximum near the local inertial frequency f , and
for some areas the smaller maximum at the double inertial frequency 2f . This suggests that
near-inertial waves are the dominant motions in the internal wave spectrum. The height
and the broadness of the energy maximum depend on the distance of the area used for the
calculation from the equator. The maxima are not centered at f and 2f but they are shifted
to higher frequencies for all areas. The frequency shift is less prominent at 100 m than at
500 m and for the areas further from the equator than for the areas closer to the equator.
There is no universal shape over the internal wave frequency range (frequencies higher than
f ).
 The horizontal coherence scale is about 20 to 240 km, while the vertical coherence scale
is about 50 m and more. Phase dierence calculated between pairs of grid points x1 that
is always xed, and x2 that is moving and estimated at the inertial frequency of grid point
x1 relative to the distance of the grid point x2 suggests that near-inertial waves propagate towards the equator in horizontal direction, while in the vertical direction near-inertial
waves propagate from the deep ocean towards the surface. In the deep ocean spectral phase
shows a possible existence of standing waves.

Inuence of the meoscale eddies on near-inertial motions (Chapter 4)
In Chapter 4 we address the third research question of the thesis by comparing the results from
two dierent model resolutions to evaluate the inuence of mesoscale eddies on simulated nearinertial motions in the ocean. Here, we use the high- (1/10°, a simulation with that a signicant
bulk of mesoscale eddies can be resolved) and low-resolution (0.4°, a resolution with that no
strong mesoscale eddy activity can be simulated) model forced by wind stress at low horizontal
and temporal resolution (approximately 1.875°, 6-hourly). We nd that:
 Vertical velocity spectra show that the energy is up to 96% smaller in the experiments
without eddies compared to experiments with eddies. The spectral peaks are not centered
at f and 2f , but shifted towards higher frequencies in the experiment with eddies.
 The spatial distribution of the near-inertial kinetic energy and the wind-power input to nearinertial motions at the ocean surface are similar in both experiments despite the dierence
in the model resolutions. The similarities are mostly related to large scale ocean patterns
connected to mid-latitude storm tracks. A change from experiments without eddies to
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experiments with eddies in the ocean interior results in a threefold increase in the nearinertial kinetic energy.
 Horizontal distribution from a small region in the North Atlantic suggests that near-inertial
kinetic energy in the presence of mesoscale eddies shows small spatial structures with rapidly
varying amplitudes. This structures are not seen in the experiments without eddies where
the near-inertial kinetic energy has a smooth horizontal distribution.
 Vertical transects reveal high levels of near-inertial kinetic energy leaking into the deep ocean
in the experiments with eddies.
The vertical propagation of near-inertial kinetic energy is enhanced in the presence of mesoscale
eddies. The important role is played by mesoscale eddies with an anticyclonic orientation in draining the energy to the deep ocean through the "internal chimney" eect. This strong sensitivity
of the near-inertial kinetic energy to the presence of mesoscale eddies can play a crucial role for
mixing in the ocean interior.

5.2 Perspectives
In this thesis we obtain the complete overview of the oceanic near-inertial response to highresolution wind stress eld based on the ocean model MPIOM. In Chapter 3 we show that nearinertial energy induced at the ocean surface propagates into deeper layers of the ocean. The
propagation of the energy and its possible dissipation inside the oceanic mixed layer depends on
the used mixing scheme. In our ocean model the Pacanowski and Philander (1981) mixing scheme
is implemented. It includes a non-constant parametrization of vertical eddy viscosity and eddy
diusivity based on the Richardson number. In its classical form, this mixing scheme underestimates turbulent mixing close to the ocean surface. Therefore, an additional parametrization for
wind induced stirring, which is a function of a local 10 m wind speed, is included. Even though
this mixing scheme provides more realistic dissipation of near-inertial energy in the upper ocean
than a slab ocean with a simple Rayleigh drag does, it is far from being perfect. A similar analysis
using other mixing schemes would help to further verify our results. For example, Gaspar et al.
(1990) is one of the more sophisticated mixing schemes. It is designed to simulate vertical mixing
at all depths, from the upper boundary layer down to the abyss. This scheme includes a single
prognostic equation for the turbulent kinetic energy.
In Chapter 3 we provided a simple but fundamental overview of general properties of nearinertial waves. We investigated characteristic spatial and temporal scales of near-inertial waves.
One question that arises is whether the dened scales reect the rst baroclinic mode only or
as well higher vertical modes. Additional consideration of the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem
using the simulated stratication prole is needed to answer this question.
In Chapter 4 we made our analysis on the inuence of mesoscale eddies on near-inertial waves
based on two dierent model resolutions, rst, a medium-resolution (0.4°) which can hardly resolve
mesoscale eddies and second, a high-resolution (1/10°) model which can resolve mesoscale eddies.
This study can be extended to study the inuence of mesoscale eddies and currents on near-inertial
waves. Inuence of currents on near-inertial waves can be studied by decomposing wind stress
into a yearly mean τ , variations on time scales longer than one year τac and variations on a time
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scales shorter than one year τ 0 . With this decomposition and with an ocean model at dierent
resolution we may be able to nd model congurations capable of quantifying the role of eddies
in a more precise manner than the congurations used in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 3 we show that only 10.8% of the total wind-power input at the ocean surface
propagates below the mixed layer while the reminder of the energy is dissipated in the mixed layer.
This result suggests that there is a need for the existence of other energy sources for deep-ocean
mixing or dierent energy pathways for wind-power input to deep ocean. It is necessary to extend
our analysis and to search for dierent energy sources, such as wave energy generation at the
topography, to sustain the global general circulation in the ocean.

A

Mathematical methods
To fully analyze and describe near-inertial motions we need to use some basic mathematical tools such as integrated cross-covariance, band-pass ltered covariance, two-dimensional
Fourier decomposition, magnitude squared coherence and spectral phase. In the following
sections, this issues are briey touched. More extensive material may be found in classical
textbooks such as e.g., Stull (1988), von Storch and Zwiers (1999).

A.1 A rotary spectral method for analyzing vector time series
In this section, we introduce a rotary spectral method for analyzing geophysical ows inuenced by
Earth's rotation. The water particles in their motion are resolved along an elliptical orbit because
of the Coriolis force. For near-inertial motions, the orbit is purely circular and does not go outside
the horizontal plane.
A rotary spectral method decomposes vector motions in counter-rotating (clockwise and anticlockwise) circular components (Gonella, 1972). We dene the sea-water velocity rotary-vector
component u as a complex quantity:
u = u1 ∓ i u2 ,
(A.1)
where u1 represents zonal and u2 meridional velocity vector component, while the sign ∓ represents a nal vector orientation in the anticyclonic or cyclonic circular direction. Clockwise motions
(at positive frequencies) are anticyclonic in the Northern Hemisphere, and cyclonic in the Southern Hemisphere. The opposite is true for anticlockwise motions (at negative frequencies in the
Northern Hemisphere. Figure A.1 represents a spatial distribution of the portion of clockwise nearinertial kinetic energy relative to the total near-inertial kinetic energy, i.e., it shows the dominance
of clockwise rotary energy over anticlockwise rotary energy near the inertial frequency. Small ratio
in the Southern Hemisphere indicates that anticlockwise rotation dominates clockwise rotation.
This result conrms the dominance of anticyclonic (clockwise in the Northern Hemisphere and
anticlockwise in the Southern Hemisphere) rotary energy near the inertial frequency.
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Figure A.1: Spatial distribution of the portion of clockwise near-inertial kinetic energy relative to
the total near-inertial kinetic energy. Large values in the Northern Hemisphere (∼1) indicate that
clockwise rotation dominates anticlockwise rotation.
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A.2 Wind generated power input to near-inertial motions
Two dierent methods for calculating wind generated power input to near-inertial motions are
introduced in this section:
1. Calculating the integrated cross-covariance between wind stress and velocity at near-inertial
frequency range.
2. Calculating the covariance between wind stress and velocity. Both wind stress and velocity,
are ltered around inertial frequency.
In our calculation of the wind generated power to near-inertial motions, the near-inertial
frequency range is dened by frequencies ω : 0.7f < ω < 1.3f . Here, f denotes the local inertial
frequency dened as: f = 2Ω sin ϕ, where Ω is the rotation rate of the Earth (Ω = 7.2921 · 10−5
rad/s), and ϕ is a geographical latitude. In this calculation, we will show that both methods
obtain the same result for any frequency range.

A.2.1 Integrated cross-covariance
To calculate an integrated cross-covariance at a near-inertial frequency range, we start with two
real time series Xt and Yt at time t = 0, ..., T − 1, with T being the total number of time points.
Time series Xt and Yt are, in our case, wind stress and velocity, respectively. These time series
can be decomposed in terms of complex valued exponential functions as:
Xt

n−1
X

=

Ak e i2πωk t ,

k=−n

Yt

n−1
X

=

Bk e i2πωk t .

(A.2)

k=−n

Fourier coecients Ak and Bk are dened at the given frequencies ωk = k/T , with k = −n, ..., n−
1, where n is the number of resolved frequencies, and T is the total number of time steps. The
complex valued coecients Ak and Bk satisfy relations: A−k = Ak and B−k = Bk , where the
overline represents the complex conjugate value. The Fourier coecients Ak and Bk are dened
as:
Ak

Bk

=

=

T −1
1 X
Xt e −i2πωk t ,
T

1
T

t=0
T
−1
X
t=0

Yt e −i2πωk t .

(A.3)
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We decompose exponential function into sines and cosines:
Ak

=

=
=

T −1

1 X
Xt cos(2πωk t) − i sin(2πωk t)
T

1
T

t=0
T
−1
X

t=0
Re
Ak +

T −1
1 X
Xt cos(2πωk t) − i
Xt sin(2πωk t)
T

(A.4)
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(A.5)

t=0

i BkIm .

To obtain the integrated cross-covariance of wind stress and velocity CXY ∆k , we need to calculate
a cross-periodogram by multiplying the Fourier coecients Ak and Bk . A cross-periodogram IXY k
is dened as (von Storch and Zwiers, 1999):
IXY k

= T Ak Bk
Im
Re
Im
= T (ARe
k + iAk )(Bk + iBk )
Im Im
Im Re
Re Im
Re
= T (ARe
k Bk − iAk Bk + iAk Bk + Ak Bk ).

(A.6)

In this calculation, we dene the near-inertial frequency range with frequencies: ωk−1 = (k −1)/T ,
ωk = k/T , and ωk+1 = (k + 1)/t , where k can be positive and negative integer. We obtain the
cross-covariance CXY ∆k by integrating the cross-periodogram IXY ∆k over the dened near-inertial
frequency range:
Z
CXY ∆k =
IXY ∆k dω
∆ω

IXY k−1 IXY k
IXY k+1
+
+
T
T
T
IXY −k+1 IXY −k
IXY −k−1
+
+
+
T
T
T
Re
Im
Im
Re
= 2ARe
B
+
2A
B
+
2ARe
k−1 k−1
k−1 k−1
k Bk
=

Im
Re
Re
Im
Im
+2AIm
k Bk + 2Ak+1 Bk+1 + 2Ak+1 Bk+1 .

(A.7)

A.2.2 Band-pass ltered covariance
We use the Fourier coecients (Equation A.3) dened in Section A.2.1 to obtain bandpass ltered
ft and velocity Yet . These time series, X
ft and Yet , are ltered around
time series of wind stress X
the inertial frequency, which is in this calculation dened as: ωk−1 = (k − 1)/T , ωk = k/T , and
ωk+1 = (k + 1)/t , where k can be positive or negative integer. Bandpass ltered time series are
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dened as:
ft = Ak−1 e i2πωk−1 t + Ak e i2πωk t + Ak+1 e i2πωk+1 t
X
+A−k+1 e −i2πωk−1 t + A−k e i2πω−k t + A−k−1 e −i2πωk+1 t
Re
Re
= 2ARe
k−1 cos(2πωk−1 t) + 2Ak cos(2πωk t) + 2Ak+1 cos(2πωk+1 t)
Im
Im
−2AIm
k−1 sin(2πωk−1 t) − 2Ak sin(2πωk t) − 2Ak+1 sin(2πωk+1 t),

and
Yet

= Bk−1 e i2πωk−1 t + Bk e i2πωk t + Bk+1 e i2πωk+1 t
+B−k+1 e −i2πωk−1 t + B−k e i2πω−k t + B−k−1 e −i2πωk+1 t
Re
Re
= 2Bk−1
cos(2πωk−1 t) + 2BkRe cos(2πωk t) + 2Bk+1
cos(2πωk+1 t)
Im
Im
−2Bk−1
sin(2πωk−1 t) − 2BkIm sin(2πωk t) − 2Bk+1
sin(2πωk+1 t).

(A.8)

We calculate the covariance CXft Yet between wind stress and velocity as a multiple of the bandpass
ft and Yet as:
ltered time series X
CX
ft Yet

=
=

T −1
1 Xfe
Xt Yt
T

t=0
Re Re
Im
Re
Re
+ 2AIm
2Ak−1 Bk−1
k−1 Bk−1 + 2Ak Bk
Im
Im
Im
Re
Re
+2AIm
k Bk + 2Ak+1 Bk+1 + 2Ak+1 Bk+1 .

(A.9)

To conclude, the wind generated power input to near-inertial motions is calculated using two
dierent methods. We calculate the integrated cross-covariance between wind stress and velocity,
and the covariance of the bandpass ltered wind stress and velocity. Both calculations are done
at the near-inertial frequency range dened with frequencies: ωk−1 = (k − 1)/T , ωk = k/T ,
and ωk+1 = (k + 1)/t . We show that both methods give the same result (Equation A.7 equals
Equation A.9), which depends only on the Fourier coecients Ak and Bk .
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A.3 Two-dimensional Fourier decomposition for analyzing spatial
scales of near-inertial motions
In this section we introduce the concept of two-dimensional (2D) Fourier decomposition and its
application for calculating a wavenumber energy spectrum of near-inertial motions. The wavenumber represents the spatial frequency of a wave, either in cycles per unit distance or radians per
unit distance. It can be envisaged as the number of waves that exist over a specied distance
(analogous to frequency being the number of cycles or radians per unit time). The wavenumber
spectrum represents the distribution of the wave energy at the wavenumber of interest.
To calculate a wavenumber energy spectrum of near-inertial motions, we start from a real
time series of vertical velocity Fxy . Velocity is dened at zonal x = 0, ..., X − 1, and meridional
y = 0, ..., Y − 1 positions, with X and Y being the total number of points in zonal and meridional
direction, respectively. The time series Fxy can be decomposed in terms of a complex valued
exponential function as:
y −1
nX
x −1 nX
Apq e i2π(νp x+νq y ) .
(A.10)
Fxy =
p=−nx q=−ny

The 2D Fourier coecient Apq is given at a zonal and meridional wavenumber νp = p/X and
νq = q/Y , respectively, with p = −nx , ..., nx −1 and q = −ny , ..., ny −1. The numbers of resolved
zonal and meridional wave numbers are nx and ny . The Fourier coecient Apq is dened as:
Apq

X−1 Y −1
1 XX
=
Fxy e −i2π(νp x+νq y ) .
XY

(A.11)

x=0 y =0

Since Fxy is a function of two spatial variables x and y 2D Fourier decomposition can be obtained
by repeating the one-dimensional Fourier decomposition in zonal and then in meridional direction.
Using the Fourier coecient Apq we compute a periodogram IApq as: IApq = 2|Apq |2 . Furb p , νq ) using the Daniell spectral estimator following von
thermore we estimate 2D spectrum Γ(ν
Storch and Zwiers (1999) as:
b p , νq ) =
Γ(ν

1
mn

p+(m−1)/2

q+(n−1)/2

X

X

IApq .

(A.12)

i=p−(m−1)/2 j=q−(n−1)/2

The Daniell spectral estimator is dened as the average of an odd number of the periodogram
ordinates, that are given with m and n. Finally, we calculate the horizontal kinetic energy spectrum
as an average of all points at the same radial distance (the same horizontal wave number Kh ) from
the origin of the coordinate system. The horizontal wavenumber is calculated from the discrete
wavenumbers in zonal νp and meridional νq direction as:
Kh =

q
νp2 + νq2 .

(A.13)
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A.4 Coherence spectrum and spectral phase
In this section we introduce the concept of coherence spectrum and spectral phase, and their
application for understanding correlation between two waves that are represented by two time
series, and their direction of propagation. In our calculation, the coherence spectrum is smoothed
by using the Daniell spectral estimator (von Storch and Zwiers, 1999), and it is thought of as a
squared correlation coecient that depends upon frequency.
To calculate the coherence spectrum, we start from from two real time series of velocity Xt
and Yt . These time series Xt and Yt can be decomposed in terms of complex valued exponential
functions as:
Xt

n−1
X

=

Ak e i2πωk t ,

k=−n

Yt

n−1
X

=

Bk e i2πωk t .

(A.14)

k=−n

Fourier coecients Ak and Bk are dened at the given frequencies ωk = k/T with k = −n, ..., n −
1, where n is the number of resolved frequencies and T is the total number of time steps. The
complex valued coecients Ak and Bk satisfy the relations: A−k = Ak and B−k = Bk , where the
overline represents the complex conjugate value. The Fourier coecients Ak and Bk are dened
as:
Ak

Bk

=

=

T −1
1 X
Xt e −i2πωk t ,
T

1
T

t=0
T
−1
X

Yt e −i2πωk t .

(A.15)

t=0

Next, we calculate a cross-periodogram IXY k by multiplying the Fourier coecients Ak and Bk
as: IXY k = T Ak Bk . Furthermore, we estimate a cross-spectrum using Daniell cross-spectral
estimator following von Storch and Zwiers (1999) as:
b k) =
Γ(ω

b k) =
Γ(ω

1
T2
1
T

k+(m−1)/2

X

IXY k ,

i=k−(m−1)/2
k+(m−1)/2

X

Ak Bk .

(A.16)

i=k−(m−1)/2

In the equations, m is an odd number of periodogram ordinates which we use to smooth our
periodogram. In the same way we calculate auto-periodogram IXXk = T Ak Ak and IY Y k = T Bk Bk
to obtain auto-spectrum:
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Γc
X (ωk ) =

Γc
X (ωk ) =

1
T2
1
T

k+(m−1)/2

X

IXXk ,

i=k−(m−1)/2
k+(m−1)/2

X

Ak Ak .

(A.17)

i=k−(m−1)/2

and
Γc
Y (ωk ) =

Γc
Y (ωk ) =

1
T2
1
T

k+(m−1)/2

X

IY Y k ,

i=k−(m−1)/2
k+(m−1)/2

X

Bk Bk .

(A.18)

i=k−(m−1)/2

In the end, we calculate the coherence spectrum ρd
XY (ωk ) as:
ρd
XY (ωk ) =

b2 (ωk )
Γ
.
c
(Γc
X (ωk )ΓY (ωk ))

(A.19)

To obtain the spectral phase we calculate the ratio between imaginary and real part of the
Equation A.16.
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